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HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-NO.l,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

t/XN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer in Drugs, Mediclnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W.VahDih Bsso'sFamily Medicines;Eighth 8t.

TITALS^ HBBBR,

A wesxlyTewbfafsb.

VV

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

MUl

Terms ef Bubseriptlm:
%1.60 per year if paid in admit* ; %L75
paid at three months, and ^B.OO if
paid at six months!

if

Fnnltnn.

Vf EYBR, N. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Furivl nltnre, Cnrtalns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLYAMD M#TLT DOMK.
diniral Sialiri.

Cordwood, maple,

*•

“

“

dry

•J
. I
. 2 30

“

.

12

General Dealers.In Dry
Grain, Feed, Etc.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Wheat, white ft bushel ........ new
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
Gala, V bushel ......................
BottU.
Buckwheat, y bushel .............
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro- Bran, A 100 B>s ....................
\J prietors.The largest and best appointed Feed, 8 ton ......................
” £ 100 lb .....................
hotel In the city. Ample accommodations for
permanent boarders and transientguests. Every- Bariev, $100 fc ....................
thing first class. Cor. of Eighth and Market sirs., Middling, $1 100 lb ...............
Holland,
, 8-ly Flour, # brl ....................
Pearl Barley, * 100 lb ...............
DUQBNIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Rye « bush .....................
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R. R. de- Corn Meal 100 Tbs ..............
pot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Fine Corn Meal V Kti lbs .........
Its table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir., Holland,
8-ly
Keati, Etc.

V

One sqtureof tenlinee,(nonptrell,)75 cents
for llrst Insertion, and 25 cents Ibr each subse
qhent insertion for any perlol under three
months.
850 5 001 8
500 8 00 10
................ 800 10 00 17
)i Column ................. 1000 17 00 | 25

00
00
00
00
17 00 25 00 40 00
40
00
1
65
00
25 0Q
1

1

changes.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

^

Business Cards in City Director/,not over three
lines,$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscrileis.

Mich.

”

All advertising bills collacuble quarterly.

THIS

PAPERrM

Michigan.

YORK.

Mich.

ftl.00perday.Good accommodationscan always

Llvmul

pi pfc.

8-ly

lb

sis tiblu.

H„ Livery and Hale Stable. Office
andbarnon Marketstreet.Everythingfirst-

class

TIAVERKATE, G.

Chicago ft West Michigan R. B.
Taken

Sunday, Nov. 14,

Effect,

Trams.

“
“
“
“
•« “

Grand Rapids.

J., Livery and Boarding
stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fbh street, near Scott’s

Hotel.
XI

1880.

Arrlwat

Lease

Holland,

Holland,
1 1.40 a.m.

* 8.45 a.

m.

“
“
“
«<

Big

But Bartit*.
*11.15 “
nUTKAUA VAN ZuERKN, New Meat Mar8.25 p. m. 13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
9.40 p. m. kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

New

Rapids. 1.00

“
“

5.25 a.

p.m.
*7.25 p. m.
t 10.00 p.m.

8.35 p.

m.
m.

*11.30 a. in.

&

Buffalo

Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on Bth street.

IV

17AN DER HAAR,

Y

and

1.30 am.
5.15 1,

* it
no “ 11.00
3.20 p. m.

8.

*

15

a.

9.30 a.

m.
m.

was

anxious to

a

dozen words of the Holland

language, yet I went to visit her. She
a very sweet looking

was
woman, who met me

with a cordial smile of welcome, and gave

me

and

a seat

my

a littlefoot stove, to pat

feet on, the first

one

I ever

saw.

She soon

brought me tea in a tiny porcelain cup.

You can imagine the difficultywe had in
making ourselves understood. For In*
hotel at Singapore,near the mouth of the
stance, she took hold of my arm, and
Kalamazoo river, where we had been waitamilingly said, "you got not much spek.”
ing a week for favorable weather to enable
I had seen "spek, te hoop!" on barrels, and
us to reach our new home in Holland. It
on inquiry, bad been told it meant *'pork,
was near sunset, when we went to the
for iHle,” so I knew "apek” was pork. I
bank of the river and embarked in a
said, ‘‘yes, we got plenty 'spek* in the
Mackinaw boat. The captain and crew
cellar.” Then gently taking hold of my
consisted of but a single person— an old
cheek, she said, in a much louder tone:
Frenchman, named Joseph Victor.
"No, no, you got no spek 1” It then flashed
We reached the mouth of the river just
upon my mind that she wished to say I
lamps

we

in

left the rude

the lighthouse were being

which seemed very
my first voyage

this,

open boat. Mr. Stephen D. Nichols,

the lighthouse keeper, kindly tossed a little

package to us, which I found

to contain a

threw a tow-line to Mr. Nichols, and he
over the

Drunkon Stuff.
many children and

As fine

women

bar. He then

cast off the line;

are and we were alone on Lake Michigan.

choice candies as we

a lot of

have ever seen, are now open for inspec*

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, lion

and offered for sale

at

the Novelty

Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

was thin. That excellent woman it
living,

still

and she could doubtless tell of

my

blunders during that call.

My

vUlt was here interrupted by a mes-

senger,

who

said, I

bad

a caller and

come borne immediately.

I

went

at

must
once,

and found one of tbe very few American

She had
"new Yan-

resident!, then in the colony.

walked several miles to

woman.”

kee

see the

I recollect that, in tbe

course of the conversation, she told me,

ift

the darkness, in a small boat; and, to

add

my

to

uneasiness the old

52-tf

E. 8.

LTRALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
LX Agricultural Implements;commission agent

DANGREMOND.

to a jug

man had

and

it

better take off

something so fearful in being on thp^ake,

quent recourse

Store of

Baanfaotorlii.Ellli,Shop*, Xte.

m.

Holland,the

a little. I

was good advice probably, “I had
my rings and go to work.”
The old Frenchman spread his sail ; and,
slowly and surely dying, or rather being
In the early settlementmany visitors
killed, by excessive doctoring, or the daily for a time, we sailed away to the north, were attracted here by curiosity.We had
use of some drug or drunken stuff called on our right hand the sand hills crested beeo here but a few weeks, when Rev. Mr.
medicine, that no one knows whal It is with dark pines, and on our left, the Payson, of Galesburgb, Kalamazoo Co.,
made of, who can easily he cured and boundless expanse of water. Soon the and Elder Uarplli of Gull Prairie,came
saved by Hop Bitters, made of Hops, wind died away; and thenold Victor furled here on a Saturday afternoon, bringing a
Bucbu, Mandrake, Dandelion <kc., which his sails and took up his oars. Our pro- letter of introductionfrom Judge Booth,
is so pure, simple and harmless that the gress then became very slow.
ot Allegan. The next morning, being
most frail woman,’ weakest invalid or
•How vividly, evea now, I recall my Sunday, we all went to hear Rev. Van
smallest child can trust in them. Will feelings as the light at the harbor of Kala- Raalte preach, in the old /Church. In tbe
you be saved by them? Bee other column. mazoo faded in the distance. There was afternoon Rev. Mr. Payson preached the

m.

*0.00 a.

to

pulled our boat through the waves and

ITUITE.J..

and twine; 8th street.

Chicago. |
f

“
4«

U., Livery aud Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

f 5.20 “

8.14 a.m.
1.50 p.m.
| 10.10 p.m.

Muskegon, Pentwater

&

33-tf

VTIBUELINK,J.

1Y

came

appearanceof the place at that time, and

in an

liAditiimat ^oral

How

nOONE

13

It

few crackers and herring. Captain Victor

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located
the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenientto both depots. Terms,

be reliedon. Holland,

first

river, caused waves,

(My

HOTEL. Wm.
WS0.: QCOTT’8
O
on

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce 8U, where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

Mrs. H. D. Post

dangerous to me, on

An X before the Subscriber’s lame will donote and
the expiration of the SubscriptDu.Two XX sig- glish, German and Holland languages are spoken. Turkeys,per lb ....................
nify that no paper will be continiod after date,
Corner of First and Pniton street, Grand Haven, Chickens, dressed per lb ..............

tar

ago.

describesthe manner in which Mr. and

meeting the current of the Kalamazoo

.................
M., Proprietor of Ottawa House. Beef, dressed per
.................
Good accommodations for steady boarders, Pork. ’’
Lard
...............................
every facilityfor transientguests. The En-

1

Post, at a meeting of

lighted. The swells of Luke Michigan,

.

DBLGRUI,

H. D.

the Literary Society, a few weeks

as the

L

Michigan.

read by Mrs.

than half

was prepared and

article

Early in July, 1848,

...............
green .............
beach, cry ...............
green .............
Railroad ties ..........................
Shingles, A* m ........... . ..........

*•

[The following

a very pleas-

society here for the first few years.— Ed.]

YTAN PUTTEN G„

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

.................

50
3 00

Wood, Stavei, Etc,

Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

q.r
8 *•

1 20
19
4 <>0
20
12
10 00

work.

EdUor and PuUitfur.

9

SOCIAL LIFE HERE 30 YEARS AGO.

bushel .......
Beans, # bushel .....
Dmi Hikeri.
Butter, v lb ...........
'DERRY, C. A., Drew Maker and Hair Dresser, Clover seed, fl !> .......
would respectfully announce to the citizens Eggs, * dozen ..........
hat she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dress- Honey, 9 * ...........
ing rooms. In the building, one door west of Grif- Hay, f ton ............
fin7* Drag Store, Washingtonstreet. Grand Haven. Onions, f bushels .....
Also teachesIn Wax. worsted,Lace, and other Potatoes, 9 bushel .....
fancy
81-ly Timothy Seed, V bushel

469.

but I did not understand more

see her,

Produce, Etc.
•

I

DOESBURG,

J.

stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

NO.

ant Holland lady quite near, who could
speak English

in 1848.

Apples,

-

Holland Appeared to a Stranger

DruggistA Pharmacist; a

iucss.

10LL&ND GIT7,
OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND’B BLOCK.

OTTO

full

How

WHOLE

Hoyt Post told me there was

A PIONBEB SKETCH.

©ur partets.

V

JWlatttl (Siity gcutfi,

1881.

12,

sermon in English ever delivered in
Holland. After the services we were all
first

fre- Invited to tea at

under hisseay(the

Van

Mr.

Raalte’s.

I remember, about this time, there

was

light of the stars was sufficientfor me to

quite a sensation caused by the arrivalof

see this).

a family

Prostrated.;

from Paris. They rented a

log

At two o’clock in the morning,just as cabin, opposite us, and the frequent ap-

Jabcah Snow, Gunning Cove, N. S. the moon was rising, we reached the mouth pearance of an unusually beautiful boy
writes: “I was completelyprostrated with of Black j£ake. A boatman, by the name with long dark curls and large lustrous
* 7.40 p.
1
10.05 p. m. DAUELS. VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
XT of Ptugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour the Asthma bat hearing of Dr. Thomas’ of Vinke, lived in a little house on the eyes, made me the more anxious to meet
Mixed trains,
Mills.) near foot of 8tb street.
- t Dally except Snndav and Monday.
Eclcctric Oil, I procured a bottle, nod it shore of the lake; and, being aroused by bis mother. Mrs. Van Raalte aod myself,
t Daily except Saturday.
Y17TLMS,
P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and did me so much good, that I got another,
| Mondays only.
the shouts of our captain, he came out armed with an Interpreter,soon went to
Tf Iron and Wood combinationPumps. CorAll other trains daily except Sundays.
and before it was used I was cured. My with a lantern In his baud, accompanied call upon her. We found Madame
All trains on this road, will bo ran by Chicago 10th and River streets.
,
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
son was cured of a bad cold by the use of by bis wife. The tow-line was thrown out a fine looking French lady, dressed very
1.55 “

10.00 “

Mowlnn Machines’ cor.

for

10th

A River street.

m.

-

Notary Public*.

time.

ITXN 8CUKLVEN, O.,

Y

Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend'aBlock.

Grand Haven Bail Bead.
Taken Effect,Wednesday, Dec.

1,

half a bottle. It goes like wildfiie,and

to

makes cures wherever it

and into Black /Lake. I ought, perhaps, bosom and a tasty cap upon her bead.

Justiceof the Peace,

Nowry

I have a

I>EST,

doing North.
4. No. 2.
a.m.
p* nit
9 10 12 20
8 25 11 47
7 55 11 42
7 00 11 12
5 55 10 45
5 25 1(T 25
9 85
3 50

No.

doing South.
No. I No. 1,

STATIONS.

m.
600

a.

MuskeaiD.
Ferrysburg,

Grand Haven,
Pigeon.

6 55
701)
8 40

Holland,

925

FUlmom,

10 15
12 00

Allegan,

p.

3
8
3
4
4
4
5

m.
05
35
40
06
35
15
40

FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Lxavikworth,(kn'l Freight Agent.

used.”

Besides an endless variety of Notions,

Pkjilolasi.

1880.

is

R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease of tbe Eye, Ear aud Throat a
special study. Office hours uigtht aud day, ou the
cor. of Eighth and River sts., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

13

of

very complete and choice stock

cigars. Come and try them, at

Novelty Store of
E. S.

52-tf

Q
street.
Vf

ANTING, A.

O., Physician and Surgeon;

Mich.

For

all

kinds of furnishing goods,

store of G. Brusse, at Zeeland,

x.

Haven.

'pK ROLLER,

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

X

courteseys, in

___

sore throat,croup,

_

etc., aud,

in fact, for

any affectionof the throat it works like

with nothing

to

break casting a scrutinizingglance upon

us,

she

said to the interpreter: “Where were these

the head of the lake, where the stave factory

is

now located. It was

a log cabin

almost an un-

but here and there

French." A few more bows and the interview ended.

We had

constant- accessions, after this,

or a rough, temporary house. of pleasant families,from the Netherlands

up from the lake to the
building which was to be my home. It is
necessary to mention that Mr. Hoyt G.
Post, of Grand Rapids, was already here.
The first thing which attracted my attention, on the morning of my arrival,was

—among them Mr.

the singing in all the little houses ucar us.

ated a society about 1846 or 1847, for the

A

I

foot path led

Pfanstlehland Mr.

Doeiborg, and others, too numerous to

mention. We

had, also, by this time, be-

come sufficientlyacquaintedwith the Holland language, to be understood.

Ex-Uovernor Slade, of Vermont, origin-

soon learned that my neighbors sang the purpose of supplying the West with competeut school teachers. Miss Elvira H.

psalms after every meal.

It may be interesting to describe the

Laogdoo, a well educated woman, came

I receivedafter my arrival In out under the patronageof this associaHolland.
In the afternoon of the first day tion. She was the first lidy teacher in
business directory.
and bruises.”
my husband and his brother went out for Holland; and was a member of our family
DREYMAN.tfrTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
X> dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
Go to D. R. Meengs for Mrs. Freeman’s a short walk, leaving me alone. I heard for two years. She was a pleasant social
Altoraeyi.
and Eighth Street.
New NationalDyes. For brightnessand a slight noise; and went, at once, down companion, and added much to Holland
[WARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
stairs. An Indian stood just over the society.
durability of color are unequaled.Color,
L Notary Public; River street.
About 1850 Mr. Walter T. Taylor and his
threshold, holding on his extended hand a
from 2 to 5 pounds. Price, 15 cents.
Af O BRIDE, P. H., Attorneyand Counselor at
family
came from Geneva, N. Y. They
long narrow strip of raw meat. He adivl Law, tud Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
One
of
the
finest
and
largest
stocks
of
vanced toward me, and I receded. He brought the first piano. Mr. Taylor was
.1. 0. of o. F.
"pARKS, . H. AUorney and Councelor at Law, Holland City Lodge, No. I92,lndep'!ndcnt0rdcrladies and gents’ boots, and gaiters,can then laid the meat upon the table and de- the first teacher in the Holland Academy.
of Odd FeMows, holds lu regular meetings at Odd always be found at the large store of H.
coruer of River and lilgbth streets.
Society was soon after still fartner inFellow’aHall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— tf. parted. Mr. Hoyt Post explained, on his
rpRN EYCK, J., AUorney at Law and Collecting of each week
return, that the Indian was a friend of bis creased by tbe arrival of two physicians,

magic.

Witohn lad Jawtlry.

It is a sure cure for burns,

wouud

first call

s

‘

I

A

Barter*.

TkB GROOT,

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
8hainpooning,hair<lyeing,otc., ooneatrea
•onable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

Hotel.

XJ

Coaalisioa Hercbaat.

TJEACH BKD'S, Commission

„

Visiting brothers arecordiallvlnviled.
Inoa. McMastbb, N. G.
M. Habbinqton, R. S.

Agent. Offlceln Kenyon A Van Pullen's bank
Eighth street.

„

.

at

7

o’clock, Sharp.

H. C. Matiuu, W. M.

D. L. Boyd, 8ec'y.

Merchants, and

£>

dealers in Grain, Flour and Pr«*luce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Officein Brick
store cor. Eighth & Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17

H. C. Akcley & Go’s store, in

Haven, there

are still

Grand

on hand a very

line of ladies’ cloaks, and those

fine

son had a badly swelled neck,

have now

get a cloak

cheap.

orandums, blank books, albums, in many

can
at the

51-2w

which

I offer to sell dirt cheap,

E. 8.

DANGREMOND.

are now closing out our entire stock

One bottle of your Dr. Thomas’ Eclec- of ladies cloaks and gents’ overcoats to
tic Oil restored the voice when the person make room for oar spring stock, at and beaiolan'sprescriptionecarefully put up: Eighth at.

wf SBNG8,

D. R., Drug Slore. Flue Drugs, Medtclueu, Fancy Goutls,Toller Articles and PcrnmAries. River atreeU

Jl

r

a wife and

two daughters. Also,

f

had notapoken above a whisper lu
years,

five

RUFUS ROBINSON,
Nunda, N. Y.

low cost. Now
want

to

buy

Akeley A

a

Co.,

is yonr

good

tenderloin of a deer Elias

not “Dr.” at that time). I was struck with shores of Black Lake often resounded with
his

youthful appearance,as he had been music, from pleasant parties going to or

described to mo by a mischievous friend, coining from Lake Michigan.

who had met him

at

Lansing the previous

winter, as a venerable looking man, with
a long

white beard. In those early years

The

social, condition of

mained very much as

I

for three or four years; then there

chance if you

article cheap, at H. C.

Grand Haven.

.

lies,

times. Mr. Van Raaite possessed rare con

character

uttered

was worth remembering.

noble wife was

a

lady of culture

I

American famt*

time,) aod society
it

began to assume the

has since retained.

Mrs. H. D. P.

His

and

re-

Glass eyes for horses are now made with
such perfection that the animals them-

finement.

When

it,

was an

(those here leaving about the same

and the pleasant visits with them are
among the brightest recollectionsof those
versational powers; and every sentence he

Holland re-

have described

they were our most intimate acquaintances;addition of several more

Novelty Store of

52-tf
We

Rufus Speaks.

Eadiolaei.

on hand a full supply of

stationery,pens, ink, books, slates, mem-

varieties,

now

and had brought him the

her in one day.
L B. BLOOMER, Virgil, N. Y.

who want

to avail themselvesof the opportunity

Du£~i
aid

My

I

At

Siatilt,

pi BE, D. M., Dental 8ur|eon; residenceand
VJ offlcc No. 42 Ninth street, next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.

who was about to leave the place, and he one with

Time, 48 Hours.

G. Young aod family, of Grand
Raptds.
Among the number mentioned,
a
sore
throat.
Dr.
Thomas’
Eclectric
Oil
as a parting gift.
F. ft A*. M.
A Riodlae Communication of Unity Lodge, cured him in 48 hours. My wife’s foot
there
were
several good singers; and, as
I very soon made the acquaintanceof
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich,, on Wednesdayevening, March was much Inflamed; EclectricOil cured Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Van Raalte, (be was Mr. Hoyt G. Post played the Ante, tbe
9,

X

once noticed, now, how smooth and vous-lng” with our Interpreter. At length,

Mich. l-3w broken wilderness, with

Y

South, and Bast at popilar prices.

at

We exchangedbows and

abundance; and there was some "parley

At daybreak we landed on the beach at ladies educated, that they do not speak
celluloidcollars, etc., call at the clothing

Graafrchap Village,Allegan county,
Office hours from 10 to :2 .
26-ly.

office at

quarter of a

the silence save the dip of the oars.

X

Two

I

still the water was,

DANGREMOND.

was a

mile north of the present harbor.

the

An immense stock of dry goods to pick
V'ATES, 0. E., Physician aud Surgeon. Office
other trainsrun In connection with the
at his residence, Uverysel, Mich.
from, a large assortment of summer dress
Chicago & West Mich. I. R., by which you can
goods,
hosiery, and notions, can always
leave Qrand Haven at 11:45, p. m. and reach HolPhttofraphir.
land 1 :55 p. m. and another which leaves Grand
be
found
at H. C. Akely & Co., at Grand
Haven at 9:30 p. m. and reach Holland at 10:20 p. IIIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Ualm. Going north on thorn trains yon leave Holland XX lery opposite this office.
17— tf.
at 6 00 a. m. and reach Qrand HaveA at 7:05 a. m.,
and the afternoon train it 8:55p.m. which reaches
Saddlar*.
Uagio in the Nineteenth Century.
Grand Haven at 5:10 p. m.
\7AUPKLL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer in
N. McRea, Wyebrldge, Ontario, writes:
Close connections male at Allegan with G. R. &
Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
I. R. R. and L. 8. & M.fl. for Plalnwell, Kalama"I have sold large quantitiesof Dr.
Eighth street.
zoo Ft. Wayne, Clcveliud,and points east.
Thomas’
Eclectric Oil ; it is used for colds,
Tickets to all the principal* cities lu tbeWeat,
Tobacc*ind Cigars.
B. C.

to meutiou,that this

CCHOUTKN,

F. J., Physicianaud Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Schouteu'sdrug store. Eighth
40 ly.

them, and they drew us over the bar neatly— a snowy kerchief crossed on her

had been here a few days, Mr.

selves caunot see through the deception.

’

. -

and Conklin g, of New York, got into a rather perTOILET RECIPES.
Jame- form Parnellwhat conditions of his tickotn.
*
of-leave D&vitt had violated to cause sonal altercationover the matter. Replying to the
8on..*.JoDiiie Kobettaon, alias “Soldier
Bair Invigobator.— A wnflh to stimuhis arrest, the Irish members shouting language contained in a speech by Mr. Oo nkling,
Charley,*' has Just died at Naahville, Tenn., “Shame !’* and the Others cheering. The Speak- during the campaign,Mr. Butler spoke of ita, late the growth of hair in case of baldaged 65. Doring the war she douuod male ap- er refused to hear John Dillon, who continued charges and Wuoationa as being as
neflB is made from equal parts of the
parel, euli#ted at Chicago, aud aerved aeveral to talk, and a motion for his suspensionA us malignant in their purple against the.ttouthas
tineture of sulphate of quinine — five
venre as a soldier and tearaater.She was be-' adopted,and he was forcibly removed by, the tbs heart that inMdrcd their utterance,and asserted
that, although UHevldeipeof: the correctnessof tbs
grabs in an ounce of alooiboL For those
itrayed,
and
lately
lived
a
depraved
life.
Sergeant-at-Arms.
When
Gladstone
rose
'to
HOLLAND
oeiiBUH figure*was couolMlve »ml oTWwhslfnlug
dt
A blood-ourdlino horror w reported speak, O’Donohuo moved to adjourn. PaineU the author’s charge, ho had. pot had the honeaty who will use hair oil, pure sperm oil of
proposed tkat Gladstone be no longer heard, to make amends for his dishonorable perversions. the very finest quality, is the beat. This
from Owens vlllo. Ky., George Preiat, bache- whereuponthe former’s suspensionwas moved
Mr. Conkling replied to Mr. Butler that he inferred mult be procured in proper freshness
lor, aged 70 years, and his sister, Mrs. Eliza- and carried, the vote being 405 to 7. On his that the latter had dcsiguf'1 hi" remarks as an assault
him for something be had said In a speech last and cannot fail being a powerful hair inbeth Goodpaster,
mast some years older, lived alone refusing to leave he was escortedout by six upon
Septemlwr.
Ho thought that Mr. Butler had vigors tor.
officers,
the
Home-Rulers
waving
their
hats.
together. The sister has for a long time been
taken a long time to reply. As for the
THE EAST.
To Remove Wrinkles.— Put pieces of
paralvzed, and unable to get out Finuigan was theu suspeuded,and, as twenty- vaporing* of that Senator he had no concern.
By the destruction of a house in Com- of hod. Before retiring night. seven Hohid-Rulers refused to vote, tbev Mr. ButUr— The swaggeringinsolence of the court-ptoster on the face wheVe the
were suspended' in a body and removed Senator from New York has no concern for me. Mr.
mercial street,Boston, Mrs. Johanna Hanlan Proait startied to throw on a back log ahd build
wrinkles are inclined to come, just beup the tiro. Ho lifted the log, and, in throw- singly by the Bergeant-at-Anns.Glad- Conkling— The Senator ia a person with whom I do
and ner son Williamwore roasted to death ....
fore going to bed, and remove in the
stone
then
moved
that
the
Coercion
bill not choose to bandy words or epithets here or elseing it on the fire, fell with it, and, being unable
lue ooiler of the steam-yachtCarrie exploded to rise, was burned to death. His sister was bo declared urgent, whieh was earned.... where, least of all here. The subject was then morning. The plaster contracts the
dropped. In a debate on the Districtbill, Mr.
in the harbor of Baltimore,four men being laying on the bed, but was unable iu her condi- •Tliirteenlives were lost by the sinking of an
Thurman declaredthat be would vote for licensing 8kin and prevents its sinking intosilled.
tion of health to get to him or render him any Englishsteamer bound from Balbao to Mid- the sale of liquor. Beuitoni Hamlin aud Thutmau creasW and lines. It also protects and
were appointed tellers for the Senate in the electoral
CatharineMiller and George Smith assistance.At last, by an almost superhuman dlesnoro.
count meeting. Cc mddoratlouof the Pension softensthe skin. Warm water should
effort, she got out of bed and dragged
Michael
Davitt
was
taken before the
were executed at Williamsport,Pa., for the her brother’s body out of the fire, and
Appropriationbill occupied the remainderof the always be used to wash the face in, as it
murder of the woman’s husband. On the scaf- managed to get back in bed, and there was chief magistrateat the Bond Street Police Sta- session. The House refused to suspend the rulea keeps off wrinkles.
and pass a resolutionto appoint a commissionto refold the woman uttered piercing shrieks. compelled to he, being completelyexhausted tion for a private hearing. The result was au port a basis for a reciprocity treaty with the British
Harmless Face Powders.— Rice powSmith made a declarationthat his paramour and unable to turn over, with, her brother’s order to finish the remainder of his sentence, provinces. The River and Harbor bill received a
der, though expensive, is warranted perwhich
was
interrupted
in
1877
by
his
release
on
similar
refusal
Bills
were
introduced:
By
Mr.
dead
and
burned
body
lying
in
full
view
on
the
first proposed the murder.
.Francis A. Purihearth. Nothing was known of the affair a ticket-of -leave. It is generally believed, how- Washburn, of Minnesota, providing that railroad fectly harmless. Refined chalk is the
vage, the author, has just died in New York.
companies can occupy such public lauds as jthey
until the following day, when Mrs. Goodpas- ever, that ho will be confinedonly until the agsafest thing to use, and costs far less
A heavy failure is reportedfrom Pliil- ter’s son went to Ins mother’sto help his uncle itation in Ireland shall have ceased. He was may need for right of way of any proposed
lino by making entry at the Land Office than if put up under some other name and
adelplia—that of John Brown’s Sons, manu- feed the stock. As ho stepped in the door the committed bo Mil bank penitentiary,where and paying the Government price; by Mr.
sold in lioxes. \ Cascarilla powder ia
facturers of cotton goods. The liabilities
are horrible and blood-curdling scene was he at once assumed tue prison garb.... Robeson, compelling railroad companies to provide
A
Berlin dispatch announcesthat Russia in- *11 passenger coaches wltn axes, firo-extlngulahen),much uied bv Cuban, ladies, and is conopened
to
his
view.
There
in
bed
lay
placed at *750,000.
bis mother, with eyes widely distended tends to place her loan on the American etc., and to punish with flues such companies as vi- sidered harmless. Wash the face with
By the giving way of ice at Fall River, and she lookingwildly with them, while cn the market
olate the law;' by Mr. Ford, for distributionof the
thick Bids from glycerine soap, and,
public lauds; by Mr. Turner, a Joint resolution
Mass., WilliamLaw and sou and Samuel Yarley health lay the body of bis uncle, stiff and
The Porte is preparing new taxes, in- that Congress has no power under the con- when div, dust on the powder with a
and son wore drowned ..... John J. Berry, stark iu death, badly burned, and with eyes, cluding a poll tax and a forced loan from in- stitution to Impose a tariff except fdr the puff or piece of chamois skin.
cheeks, ears and a portion of his nock eaten by
purpose of raising revenue; by Mr. Gillette,
cashier of the Bank of Bergen County, at
on the ground o
To Stbengthenthe Hair.— A. solucats, the whole presenting a ghastly sight. habitants of Constantinople,
a resolutionof sympathy for the Irish. The Henato
Hackensack, N. J., has been sentenced to five
their
exemplion
from
military
service
in
other
bill passed relative to the non-forfeiture of vessels
Mrs. Goodpaster had never clostd her eyes
tion
of Vurdock tea will strengthenthe
years in the State prison for embezzlement
during the whole night, and was lying there parts of the empire. The land tax will bo in- for breach of the Revenue laws. Messrs. House and
New York thieves filing a bar of lead through facing the body of tier dead brother,and un- creased and paid five years in advance.... Crowley were appointedtellers to make a list of the hair as will also sage tea. The followthe window of a jewelry store in Sixth avenue,
electoral votes on the part of the House.
ing is alio highly recommended : One
able to move at all or make any noise what- Thomas Carlyle, the eminent English historian,
while the proprietorwas sitting inside,and
ever, and was compelled to see the cats eating died in London on the 5th inst, at the ripe age
Mr. Bruce made an adverse report to the pound of yellow dock root, boiled in five
abstracted *4,000 worth of diamonds and
the flesh from the face of her brother ..... of 86 'years. He was buried in the church- Senate on Tuesday, Feb. 8, on the Joint rosolation pints of vater till reduced to one pint ;
watdies.
A woman with considerable money stopped for yard of Ins native town in Scotland....
to provide for the enforcementof the eight-hour strain and add an ounce of pulverized
It is given out in Wall street that lodging at the house of a negro named John It is said that Bismarck, approvingof the gold law. The Pension bill came up In committee of the borax, hoi an ounce of coarse salt, Hire©
standard for Germany, does not favor the proGould aud Vanderbiltare hereafter to work to- Demps, in Charlotte county. Bho was put iu a
room with Demps’ wife, but in a different bed. posal of Franco for an internationalconference whole, and an amendmentby Mr. Plumb was agreed ounces of sweet oil and a pint of New
gether in the development of Southwestern Demps determined to murder the woman, and on the silverquestion.. ..The King of Ashan- to, appropriating$200,000for fifty examiners.Mr. England ram ; a quarter of on ounce of
railroads and iu the constructionof a line to enteredthe room at midnight with an ax, and, tee has declared war against Englaud, and
Blair introduceda resolution for a constitutional oil of lav-eider and ten groins of amberthe Mexican capital.
with two fearful blows, be killed his wife, sup- stores and ammunition have been ordered to amendment to prohibit, after the year 1900, the manugris will perfume this nicely. Use the
The weight of snow and the with- posing her to be the visitor. The screams of the Cape coast from Madeira.
facture, sale or exportationof liquors except for burdock tea two or three times a day at
the other woman infonned him of his
medical or mechanical purposes. The credentials
drawal of supportscaused the south wall of the
mistake. She fled
and he, after A Dublin dispatch says : Although of Philetus Sawyer, of Wisconsin, aud Arthur P. first ; after a while once a day will bo
old portion of the Like Shore depot at Buffalo burying his wife, was arrested while burning terrorism has not diminished in the West aud Gorman, of Maryland,were presented.Senator sufficient. Shampooing the head once a
Conkling Introduceda eeries ot resoluttonacalling
to fall, the roof burying a train. Five persons the’ bed-clothing to conceal his crime ____ South of Ireland, there is in other particulars a
day with cold water will also have a
on the Secretaryof the Treasury for detailedinforwere crushed to deaih and several others seri- Two Federalsoldiers having recently been shot decidedchange for the better in all parts of the mation as to the administrationof the Now York beneficial effect
ously injured. There wore several cases cf dead in the streets of San Angelo.Texas, their country. The Government is fully alive to the Custom House and the workingof the civil-service
Hair Restorative. — A powerful remiraculousescape, two persons having broken comrades made a raid, a few nights ago, and plans of the Fenians, and is prepared to de- rules there. The resolutions were adopted.
windows and leaped into Exchaugestreet. Tne fired about indiscriminately,killing an unoffend- feat them. The tenants of several estates here- The River and Harbor Appropriation bill was re- storative for the hair is half an ounce of
ported to the House and referredto the committee
ing citizen.
tofore refusing to pay rents are now paying
loss will be *50,000.
oil of mace in a pint of deodorized alcoof the whole. The east gallery was set apart for the
A dispatchfrom Crookhavun, Ireland, reports
WASIIINGTOX.
hol. Pour t spoonful or two into a sauuse of the families and guests of Senators aud mem[THE WEST.
that the steamer Bohemian, from Boston, was
bers desiring to be present at the electoral count
cer ; dip a small stiff brush into it, and
H. W. Fairbanks, of Petrolia, Ont, a
The following is the public-debt state- wrecked in Dunlough bay. Thirty-twoof the The House went into committee on the Legislative
brush the hair smartly, rubbing the
crew were drowped and twenty-one saved
bill,which was consideredhut not disposed of. Aj>student at the Universityat Ann Arbor, Mich., ment for January :
propriateresolutions on the death of Congressman tincture well into the roots. On bald
,
By an explosion in Whitfield colliery,England,
shot himself dead in a hotel parlor in that city, Bit per cent, bonds .................... $ 202,2flf),550 seventeen men wore imprisoned, and have Ftrr, Of
wereofiopt^Euio^• 8potef if hair will start at all, it maybe
Five per cents ...........
«59,r»51,050
.louvered h? sW. Brig,,., IM, Ify, Bl.ml, ;
friction a piei of
probably polished ____ In the British House of
in presence of two women who had gone from
Four and one-halfper cents ...........250,000,000
Bowman, Sherwin and other*.
^Detroit to see him, one of them claimingto be Four ner cents ........................738,480,550 Commons, the Homo Secretary announced that
flannel till the skin looks red and rubhis wife.... The rosorvoir back of Frank- Refundingcertificates................. 807,250 Davitt will not be subjectto ordinary prison
bing the tincture into the sculp. This
town, Nev., gave way, and made a Navy penion fund .................... 14,000,000 labor, but must wear a convict’s dress.
Rules for Skaters.
process must be repeatedthree times a
clean sweep of the place.... The Sheriff
Patrick Egan, Treasurer of the Irish
Total coin bonds ..................... $1,075,205,400
at Battle Mountain,, Nev., in bliss- Matured
day for weeks. When the hair begins to
Never got out of anybody’s road.
debt ...........
7,272,285
Land League, telegraphedto the editor of the
ful ignoranceof the responsibility he takes, is
Legal tenders ............346,743,720
If any one is in your road don’t go grow apply the tinctureonce a day till
seizing Central Pacific mail cars for delinquent Certifiestes of deposit
Irish World from Paris that he is in that city
8,630,000
the growth is well established, bathing
taxes amounting to *24,000. The property of Frictionalcurrency ($15,to maintain the connection between Ireland round him— go straight through him.
When you find yourself falling bring the head in cold water every morning
620,433 less amount esthe oompany in California is assessed at *36,aud America. He adds that Ireland is thortimated as lost or de000,000 under the now constitution, but no
oughly organized,undaunted, disciplined,and some one else down with you, and be and briskly brushing it to bring the
stroyed $8,375,934) .... 7,144,499
taxes have been paid.
ready to carry on the fight to the bitterend .... sure to keep on top.
blood to the surface.
Gold and silver certifiBrennan, one of the Irish traversers, is comHenry Lame, the oldeat person in cates ..................63,341,100
Don’t burden yourself with any exing to the United States to collect funds
tra wraps ; shivering is pleasant occaIndiana,who claimed to have been a body serAbolition of Millstones.
415,857,923 for the Laud League, and Walsh will
Total without Interest.
interest....
7,927 visit Australia for the same purpose.... sionally.
vant to Gen. Mercer during the Itovolutionary UnclaimedPacific-railroad
—
. I fomid all the Minneapolis millers
A dispatch from Belgrade says the Skuptechina
war, died at Mount Vernon, at the estimated
If you happen to own skates don tlend j taking out their millstones andsubstitutTotal debt ...........................
$2,098,396,010
age of 123 years.
has unanimously passed a resolutionin favor them to litUe brother, little sister, or any ing Bteel roUelB ^ their place8> Wheat,
Total interest ...........................15,077,491
closing all the monasteries in Servia
The Capitol Hotel at Dover, Del., Cash in treasury ........ ............... 221,674,535 of
one else.
by the new Hungarian process, is not
There is a diplomatic crisis in Spain. In conseIf you get uncomfortably warm, hand, ground bnt cracked. These rpUers are
burned to the ground, and the guests barely Debt less cash In treasury ....... ...... $1,891,795,568 quence of the King's opposition to their new
escaped with their lives ____ Tne Park Theater, Decrease during January .............. 7,382,167 financial scheme, the members of the Cabinet your ulster or sealskin sacque to the first about thirty inches long and eight inches
Decreasesince June 30, 1680...., ...... 60,152,727]have resigned.
one who comes along, ihey 11 keep it • jn diameter. It takes five sets of steel
on Twenty-second street, Chicago, and the
Current liabilities—
Bijon Theater,Fort Wayne, have been reduced Interest due and unpaid. ...............
3,059,712
with
- rollers to finiah the flour. Each set of
to ashes.... Joseph Wade the Indianapolis Debt on which interest has ceased ...... 7,273,285
CONGRESSIONAL SUMMARY.
Always carry temperance tracts aoout | roiiej-Bruns closer ihan the preceding,
Interest
thereon
........................
753,389
murderer, has been granted a new Jrial, for
you ; tnen if you want to leave your girl
Hie wheat passes each set of rollers
Gold and silver certificates.............63,341,700
error in the charge to the jury
Senator Cockrell introduced a bill in the
United States notes held for redemption
for a few moments to get a hot lemon- 1 ^ jg 'bolted 01 sifted tlirough coarse
Two men and a boy were killed and two men
of certificates of dei>o«it. ............. 8,630,000 Senate on Wednesday,Feb. 2, providing for an apinjured by the explosionof the boiler of Frank Caah balance available Feb. 1, 1881 ...... 118,616,447| proprittion of $5,000 for the publicationof a de- ode, toll her you see a fellow in the dis- ! cjotk This cloth lets the disintograted
Schmidt’s flouring mill at Kinswick, twenty
tance you want to give a tract to ; she’ll jmrtjcies of wheat through,aud passes
Total ................................
$ 221,674,535 scriptivecatalogue of all public document* from believe you. If you give her a peppermiles below Ht. Louis.... According to Bradbulky and large pieces, which are
Available
ameta—
July
4,
1876,
to
date.
A
mew-age
was
received
from
street the amount of lumber manufactured in
mint lozenge when you come back, she’ll run tlirough another and a closer set of
Cash
In
treasury ......................
$
221,674,535
tbe Presidenttranumittingthe report of the special
the loading Michigan districtsduring the year
believe you more yet.
rollers, and cracked again. The last
1880 was 3,938,187,227feet, an increase of Bond* Issuedto Pacific railway companPonca coromlirion and outliningan InSkaters would do well to remember rojlerB uttte else but wheat hulls
651,510,514 feet over the production of 1879.
ies, interest payable In lawful money,
di&n policy for the future.Mr. McPherson made a
More than ono-third of the demand, or alxmt
favorablereport .'n the bill to appropriate $100, "00
that love on skates always runs smooth, j ftn(j
waXy germs of the wheat, which
principal outstanding............... $ 64,623,512
6,000,000,000 feet, was supplied by Michigan, Interest accrued and not yet jiaid ...... 323,117 to equip a vessel to search for the Jeannette in tbe
A fellow that owns a good pair of skates, , (j0 uot crack up) but smash down like
Interest paid by United States. ...... 49,528,666 Arcticregions. The Morgan electoral-count
resoluWisconsin aud Minnesota.
a commanding ulster aud a jauntingcap ; u 1)iece
The gpnn 0f a kernel
Interest repaid by companies—
tions occupied a large portionof the day, and were
The grocery house of the Groeley- Interest repaid Dy transportationof
finally adopted.The House passed the District of
can have pick and choice of
; of wheat ia not good food. It makes
Columbia appropriation.
The Legislative appromails ............................... 14,052,966
Buruham Company, the largestin St Louis
If your straps and buckles get out of ijolir block. By the new system of
priation,setting aside $17,181,000,was reportBy cash paymentsof 6 per cent, of net
the adjacent store of 8. B. Sale A Co., the cof^earnings. ............................
655,198 ed favorably.The Speaker presenteda xnesorder, swear at them ; bottled anger is | tracking tbe kernel instead of grinding
aage from the President,accompaniedby a recomfee warehouse of Long A Hart, and the candy Balance of interest paid by the United
bad for the
it( this germ is not ground, but flattened
mendation from the Secretary of the Navy, that
State* ............................... 34,820,401
factory of 0. H. Peckman A Co. have been
If a green skater asks your assistance, j ontj anJ gifted or bolted out, while the
$200,000 bo appropriated for naval station*on tbe
burned. Loss estimated at *400,000 ..... In a
POLITICAL.
American isthmus. Tho Apportionment bill coming don’t give
; people might take you for ( gtareby portions of the wheat are crushed
storm at Gervase, Ore., a school-house conup, Mr. Cox entertained tho House with flowery
a
; int0 powdered wheat or Houi.— Chicago
taining 100 pupils and teachers was carried
The Woman’s National Anti-Polyga- tributea tdour inatitutlons and our progress.
eighty yards. Several children were my Societymet at Halt Lake City and passed
If a pretty girl comes along and cap- ! 'fribune.
Tho concurrent resolutionon the Electoral
badly hurt but none were killed ____
sizes at your feet, pick her up
Two brothers, named John and Henry Nessell, resolution!! urging Congress to Hustain Gov. count, Introduced by Senator Morgan on the 15th of and offer her your
1 Never exhibit too great a familiarity
June of last year, was discussed in the Senate on
living near KeudallviUe,Ind., got into a friond- Mtirray in unseatingCannon.
If
your
sister takes a tumble, make with a new acquaintance ; you may give
Thuraday,
Feb.
L
Tbe
reaolution
declares
that
the
v tussle. John became angry, aud struck
Thf. Western Union Telegraph ComHenry with a stick of stove-wood,killing him
President of the Senate ia not Investedby the con- out you don’t see her ; it’s terribly stn- ! offense,
pany announces that it lias taken possession of
almost instantly.The fratricide is under ar~ tup
•titutlon with the right to count tho votes of Electors pid work to play the agreeable to on
rest....John Vinegrow, an insane man, while the propertiesand privileges of tho American
poke like
1 HE
for Presidentand Vice Presidentof the United States
being taken to jail at Rockford,HI., asked per- Union and Atlantic and Pacific Companies.
If you fall, don’t be in a hurry
new yoik.
Senator Edmunds was oppoaed to the consideration
mission to walk behind the sleigh
gn ana
and get bis _____
____
A dispatchfrom Victoria, B. 0., says the three of the resolutionat the present time, and moved to
ting up ; you con take a rest, and if a ®CE™ ......... ................... ** J® g” J®
feet warm. In a few uecondn ho waadiacov- | MacLeanH &ml Hare wero hanged at New lay It on the table, whicti was negativedby a vote of
n.v<4 w
ered to have cut bin throat from ear to
Weutminater for the murder of Countable 32 to 22. Hoar, Windom, Bootfe and Conkling were dozen trip and double up over you, it cotton ............................
FLoua-Uuperflne
.................. 3 75 (4
10
Miss Annie Pixlby, the most amus- Unberanda settler named James Kelly, in Dy- opposed to the considerationof the question,as im- will only make sport for the
portant aud pressing business awaited tbe action of
Don't
learn to »kato by the old-fashJ “ « J “
ing voting comedienne on the American stage, aI”!wr’
tbe Senate. During the discussion Conkling
ioned methods; try spread-eagle at : conN-Un*rided ...................54 o* 5«
i. ,t McV.ck.rt Theater,
thi. week, I T|IE Bepnlihcnn Executive Committee said be agreed with Morgan that the Vice
President had no power in the matter of tbe
with her California play. “ M’Lisu," a comedy of Virginia adopted, by a vote of 19 to 7, au count, and that the Senate and House had once.— Albany Sunday
p£bk-m2!
\ ‘.14 S oSu so
Laud .......‘/.'.‘.‘.’.V.V.’.’.V!!.'.'!!!!.”
9^(4 10
which is always welcomed with overflowing address calling upon Republicans to stand quasi-iudicisl
authorityover it Senator Edmunds
houses. Miss Pixlcy has rounded and added
lv orgftniz&tion.This action is con- moved an amendment to the effectthat neither tho
Washington
i
-x
I Bkkykk— Choice Graded Steer* ..... 5 20 0$ 5 75
Senate,House nor President of tho Senate were inthe eharacter iriiiceit was ilivt pntin her hands Hj(jeredlIl Hctorv for tbos'; who oppose an alCongressmen,
saysa
Washington
Cows
and
iinfem
......... 2 bo (4 3 7r>
vested
by
the
constitution
with
the
power
to
make
until now it w worthy of the actress. She u
the count, but tho amendment was rejected by a
supported by a fine selected company. Next UttDte wlth Uu UeauJmtora.
writer, have a perfect right to drink as ! non* ... .^.T.
ZZY.'. 5 10 2 J 75
party vote of 28 to 18. The Republicans then abweek, Baker aud Farrun appear after a
GENERAI*
sented theinselvea to prevent a quorum, aud there much whisky as they please, providing Flovr— Fancy White Winter Ex.. ,. r. 75 (4 6 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 no (4 6 25
aromid the
was no final action on the resolution. they attend to their duties and do not of99
Wheat— No. 2 Kpnnn .............
Die House took up the Apportionmentbill. Mr.
John H. Havbblt 1m* urmoged with I The “uddeo Bl,read
No. 3 Spring ............. . 84 <4 86.
Cox offered an amendment fixing the number of fend the proprieties.It jpust bo con.. 3G .4 37
Corn— No. ......................
Chicago capitalist,to erect, in that eitr, one ot
»Un>‘ ,m““B th° MUl
Representatives at 307, while Mr. Sherwin, of the fessed that some of them devote a good
rado, Ark., for the mnrder of Col A. C.
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the finest Westers in the United States...,
T1«°, *ri>.
Damage of nearly *50,000has been inflictedby treatmentat the hospital on Randalls inland,
fire on the town of Walnut, Iowa. . .The The black small-pox. which is supposed to have
large pork house of J. C. Ferguson A Co., of - been introducedby Mennomte iinmiCTants, con1 bv
Indianapolis, has been entirely destroyed
by fire,
lire. tunics its ravages at Jefferson, Dakota, which
The ions on tho stock is *1175,000 ; insured, 7325,- has been quarantined for over a month,
thirty-two deaths having occurred. Fifty-two
000 : on building, *135,000 : insured, *00, 000.
.
The business portionof Omro, Wi*., has been patients are under treatment in Chicago....
destroyed by Are. The loss is estimated at At New Westminster, BritishColumbia, four
*200,iiO0...lAb
Barnes, a freighter, was asked half-breedswere hanged for tho murder of
to drink by James Fowler at Custer City, Dak., John Ussher, one of a party who sought their
and, declining, was shot dead by Fowler, who arrest for stealing horses. On the day followwas taken away by tho vigilant*, and im body ing they killed John Kelly. About two weeks
was found the next morning hanging to a tree. ago the eldest of the prisonerstried to negotiate with the hangman to use rotten ropes, so
Jay Gould has purchased 100 shares that an escape might be possible.
iu the Vulcan si eel works of St. Louis. . * Scout
Capt. Glass, of the steamer James.

crowd.

Times.

!

MARE™*

J

Census Committee,favored 301. The debate theu deal of time to the importunities of John
assumed
political cast. Mr. Thompson, of Kentucky, declared that the Barleycorn. There are some very heavy
second section of tho Fourteenth amendment could drinkers in both Houses— men who areas
not be practicallyenforcedby legislation. Mr. straight as a dart at home. Sometimes

a

White denied that there was a property qualification
In force in Pennsylvania.
The bill went over with- they neglect their constituentsaud the
out qctlon. Mr. King Introduced a bill appropriat- public business, sometimes they are seen
ing $20,000 for the distributionof cane seed. The
characters. I have
Indian appropriationwas reported with the Senate with pretty
amendments,which were agreed to. The River and known Congressmen who were nnable to
Harbor bill, which appropriate* about $11,000,000, leave their beds for
because
was reported.

bad

weeks

(4
(4

Oat#— No. 2 ......................
Rye— No. 2 ........................

Baulky— No. 2 ...................
Butter— Choice Creamery .......... 31
Koos— Fresh .....................
Pork— Mess ......................
.

31

90
(4 1 00
(4 32
14 30
(414 25
954

9^(4

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.

..................
No. 2 .................... .. 96
Corn— No. 2 .....................
.. 36
Oath— No. 2 ......................
1

..

<4 1

(4
(4
(4

87

02
97
37
30
£!

.. 79 <4 80
delirium tremens. I have known Barley— No. ...................
A motion to take np the bill to rotiro Gen.
..14 00 (414 10
others so drunk in the Capitol Pork— Mesa ......................
Grant was defeated In the Senate on tbe 4th Inst
ST. LOUIS.
that they could not stand or even sij in a
The Morgan resolution in regard to the Electoral
chair. You may properly say that this Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... .. 1 01 <4 1 w
count was passed ; also the House bill appropriating
Coun— Mixed ......................38 (4 39
is none of my business. Well, as I do Oat#— No. ................ ...... »
31
$26,000 for a national museum, as well as
not assume to inform the world, it prob- Ryk ...............................86 (4 87
Culbertsonand ten Yanktonais Indians were
Pork— Mass. ......................
14 00 (414 25
town, has raided the illicit stills ia Alaska, de- a measure setting aside $175,000 to equip
recently sent out from Poplar river, Montana,,
a • vessel to search for the Jeannette. ably is no affair of mine. But tins is Lard .......................
9
•»*
stroying over 200 of them ..... At a meeting of
CINCINNATI.
In the House, a bill was reported,authorizing the what I am coming to: After some memby OoL Ilges, to ascertainthe whereabouts of
05 . @ 1 06
Bitting Bulk They have returned with a report the Directors of tho Western Union Telegraph States of Ohio, Indianaami Illinois to prosecute bers and Senators drink until their Wheat ................
Cork ...................
41 <4 42
Company, Gen. Eckert was chosen _General suit* againsttbe Government in the Supreme Court
that the hostilea number forty-threelodges,
stomachs
are
all
gone
and
they
are
unof the United State*.,An act for the sale of Indian
Oats ...............................
35 (4 37
and made seven camps on the march to then- Manager. Jay Gould and Russell Sago are
lauds in Kansas was passed,Uio rate being fixed at able to eat or drmk anything, and have Rye ................................
97 <4 *
old stamping-ground at Woody mountain. among the now
«
Pork— Mesa .................. .....U 25 <414 50
$3 per acre. In the debate over a pensionbill Mr.
to lie by for a week or two, they account
Atkins
expressed
the
belief
that
the
Arrearage*
act
Lard
......................
.......
»*<4 »*•
THE
! The peach-growers in Delaware are of would coat the Government $1,000,000,000.
TOLEDO.
for their condition with the general ex,
... tho belief that the crop this year will b© cut off
Wheat— N<x 1 White. .............. 1 01 <4 1 02
The United States Senate was in session a planation— “malaria.
Three men attempted to outrage Miss bv the effects of the recent cold weather.
T.
No. Red. ...... ......... 1 04 (4 1
Malaria
fiddlesticks!
It is more like ] oobh— No. .......................
~ 42“
abort time on Saturday, Feb. 5, and passed a joint
(4
Georgia Hamblet, a young and highly-accom35
FOBEIGIV.
resolutionInviting the Government and people of mm- alia! These people are a little fond Oats— No. ..... — ................ 34 (4
plished woman of Augusta, Ark. Her screams
of
using
the
words
“Washington
maGladstone’s residence in London in France and the family of Lafayette to Join in tbe
FLora-Chok* ................... -4
S®1
brought assistance before the brutes could aclaria.” The physicians here understand Wheat-No. 1 White ............... 99 (4 1 »•
complish their designs. They were captured guarded night aud day by policemen,aud be Yorktown celebration. BID* were paaaed for the
<4
No. .......................
and jailed.Subsequentlya mob gathered, is followedto the House of Commons by an erectionof a public building In Qntncy, III, and to the business. When they find an hon- CornOat#— Mixed .......................37 (4
orable
Senator
or
member
suffering
from
erect
a
monument
at
Wyandotte
Mission,
In
Ohio.
took them from prison and hanged them to a officer.
Baklet (per cental) ................ 1 60 <4 2 50’
The Houae passed both the Senate joint reeolntiona too much mm, they tell him he has the Pork- Mcm. ...... ................
C41* 00tree on too bonk of the river. Tho ghastly
Michael
Davitt, Secretary of the Land In regard to the electoral count. Some hours were
* W 3 4
work was completed by flinging the dead bodies
malaria. They charge him an extra 810, Seed— Clover ......................
pent
in debate on the apportionment question.
EAST
LIBERTY,
PA.
into the river. Tbe murdered men are report- League, was arrested at Dublin on the 2d inst.,
but he is willing to pay it to deceive hia OATTL»-Be«t..............
5 95
The United States Senate took np the letter
ed to be the sons of wealthy planters of Mon- for violation of the conditions of his ticket-ofFair ......................
4 52 £ 5 «
constituents,
his
family,
and
his
friends.
roe county.
of the Secretary of the Interiorin relation to censna
Common ...... ......... * *8 v| * ™
leave. The arrest caused intense excitement
He
may
really think he is fooling the Hooa ....................
. ........ ® W <4 6 30*
frauds
In
South
Carolina,
on
the
morning
of
MonNearly 8,000 persons witnessed the throughout Ireland. In the British House
Bhexf ............... •••••• » J> 3 #
Butler, of South Caroling, doctor, too, but he isn’t.
of Commons, Vernon Harcourt refused to in- day, Feb. 7.
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AT THE CAPITAL.

abaorjition,and predicted the very con-

j

Uo’idationwhich has aince taken place. A l<mi{r Nooning— What the LegUla! In this report the results in Great Britture Haw Done During lt» Kin.t
ain were dwelt upon.

The

.Vlouth—

English tel-

egraphs were taken by the Government

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

in 1869,

and since the growth of the

ish postoflicehas been as follows

Gambling has been, and still is, very
London. Two

greatly on the increase in

baccarat clubs have been formed,

where individual losses have been counted by thousands— in one case by 15,000
the prohibitedgame has found its

way into clubs where by the rules it

tlement of accounts have already reif it

continues, lots

may be expected.

of scandals

Sm Hercules Robinson, the

new

Governor of the Cape, will thoroughly
satisfy the horsey element iu that part

of the world.

No

keener racing

man

exists. Ansley, the well-known trainer,
gone out

lias

to take

missed any

if

ho could help

the lodge gate in n sitting

cules Langrishe,

posture. He

it,

thus became Sitting Bull, for the carcass

remained on his shouldersand seemed a

tralia. Ills father was an Irish clergy-

part and parcel of himself.

Her-

a sister of Sir

The

car-

was left there, the
camp abandoned and ever since has
cass of the animal

a well-known Irish

Baronet.

been avoided as cursed by the

The death is announced of Mr. Cottroll-Dormer,a great English Squire,

evil, or

spirit of

at least as not good medicine.

Tin' scene of this occurrence Gall places
whose ancestor was appointed by Charles indefinitely somewhere in the Black
I. hereditaryMaster of the Ceremonies Hills, and thence Sitting Bull went out

to the King. At his seat, Rousham, a chief whose
Oxfordshire,is preserved,among many ever since.
heirlooms,a medal, placed around the

invitation,and records in his diary

Queen is gone, thank
my best silver cup.”
The

:

aggregated

Lord, General Passenger
rail-

road, has adopted an ingenious mode of

own

advertising. It is a volume known as

“The

the “Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Red

God ! carrying ofi-

recent earthquakes at

power has

Agent of the Baltimore and Ohio

restoration.Another ancestor

entertained Queen Elizabeth, on her

K.

Mr. C.

neck of Sir Charles Ccttrell by Charles
II. at his

handsomely printed
and contains a vast amount of information of value to travelers and to those
Agram, and
interestedin political statistics. That

subsequent minor tremblings of a part
of Scotland,suggest to a writer in ‘the

a

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

Book;” which

its ‘'ompiialion

!

is

and preparationhas cost

House.— 8. B. McCracken was appointed

inent"

fulluu "f

,l 1,111 ltian

of

dreds of thousands of persons now

1

il ic au advertusementtn one sense
of the word, its great value as a refer-

re-

ence nook renders the fact that

siding in “desirableresidences” of the
very flimsiest character, only one brick

thick. He estimates that a single shock
would kill half a milliou people, and

,

shows that, according to high geological
authority,England must in timp past

,
, " ,
have been

of the
most

present the returns

in such form as will
i

is on

late election
clearly show

ami to thin end the reto of
previous elections are shown, and from

ita reaulta

shaken. *, , gams
. and
________________ them
... ,

fearfully

it

a matter of secondary
consideration. The aim has been to
advertisement

|

,

the

!

, ’

.

losses are compiled.

A fatal case of poisoning from wear- The returns for 1880 are given as revised
ing colored stockingsis reported from from official reports received from SecPort Jervis, N.

Y.

The victim was

a 6-

yeur-old girl, and the stockings were

retaries

of State. The “New Red

Book,” as

far as it

goes, is a complete

to

the highway laws. Tho Committee on Print-

sonveycd through Michithe appoint-

ing reported that, under existing contracts,
the cost of printing,binding, etc., the compiled laws in two volumes of about 2,500 pages,
would bo $1.50 per volume, or, for 12,000
upon the AttorneyGeneral for a report of legal copies,$36,000, not including the cost of steopinions given by him to State officials since
reotyping. The Board of Htate Auditors recidedly onc-horsoaffair,migrated from county
his advent into office Jan. 1, 1881, was adopted. ported that the amount paid for counselfees,
to county,and the Clerk of the county whore
At the afternoon session hills were introduced outside of tho Attorney General's services,
they met was for tho time being tho Clerk of
as follows : To preventthe spread of the disthe court. The migrator}’part has been ease known as “foul brood, in hoes; for a since 1873 aggregated $12,744. This amount
changed, hut the Clerk part hasn't,Vo that tor chair of eclecticmedicine in Michigan Unlvcr- does not include tho fees paid In tho University case, $5,000 or thereabouts, tho Kalamazoo
years the court has
Lansing, with a gjty ; amending section 3,353, vacatingplats of
Asylum, Yundusen vs. Newcomer case, some
Clerk appointed for them hy the Clerk of log- 1 incorporated villages ; providing lor suito
$7,000, and legal cases originating
ham county (usuallya Deputy CouutyClerk), ' ......
......
. ..... .....
against foreign
corporations
in "the courts of
and with no power to choose their own Clerk, Michigan.House hill No. 23, amending the with any similar Htate institutions. The Senate joint resolution relativeto assessable taxes
though they have the power to render decisions laws regardingState rotdi so as to make them
againstrailroads was taken from the regular
in all other mattersthat cannot he disputed or apply to State ditches, was read tho third time,
order and passed. Bills vero introduced as
appealed from. Tho court thinks “ she | passed, and given immediate effect.
follows : To amend the charter of Alpena ; inknowV herself,” and thereforeasks tho priv- 1
_ ,
corjiorating Gaylord ; amending section 7,611,
lege of choosing her own Clerk. The people | Wednesday, I oh. 2. — Senate.— On behalf
relative to punishment for fraudulently removseem as afraid of a constitutional amendment , of tho Senate, Mr. Greusel was appointed
ing propertyunder chattel mortgage ; to preas a cat does of hot soap, but it is hoped they men,ber of the joint committee on the distribu- scribe the qualificationsand duties of practimay think twice before voting down this one,
„ .
.
tumors in medicineand surgery ; appropriating
if submitted to them, as Lhev did two years t,on of Gen* Jobn ^rtson s ^ory of
money for the State Agricultural College. Ad' “Michigan in the War." D. H. Jerome. T.
journed until Tuesday evening, Feb. 15.
probate judo eh'
j North, T. R. Applegateand John Turner, ComThe suhjict of Probate Judges’ salarieshas ! missionersto locate a School for the Blind, doA Funny Flambeau.
been a vexed question with other Legislatures, ! riared their inabilityto do so, owing to an equal
as it is with this. Since the Supremo Court do- division among themselvesin respect to choice
A party of men Afwomfilodat Tommy
cided two vears ago that tho office was not
Bills were intealucedas follows : Aucounty office, and that the Supervisors of the thonzing the Board of State Auditors to settle Gent's bar-room, and after comparing
notes mid telling some big stories, tho
several counties had no power to raise or lower
concerning
master
and servant ; making an ap- conversation gradually drifted to tho
their salaries,it has come to be a necessity
'
.....
. ...... .

a

fai\ A concurrentresolution for
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ago.
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a

that

'

two years ago. to agree upon figureWhat
shall nlease the Legislators and inhabitants of
all portions of the State. A bill of the kind
was defeatedhy tho last Legislature, and now
the Senate has just considered a similarone,
fixing the salaries,as a rule, from £200 to 4*500
higher than the same Judges are now receiving,
which was lost hy a vote of 13 to 16, and then
is, as

“

....

.ra.? 'x,7:,rnt™
l“rtl!1,s
i

in 1883 ; amending aection 7,657 regard- i
iug a State reporterfor the Supremo Court ; j P»«<‘d that

J

>c

-hwb o,tw

‘nally Homo olio pro-

they meumire chcstH. A tane
and tho
Each party

amending section 4,897 regardingthe Supreme ; lino waa accordingly procured
Court; repealingsection991 regarding taxes | measuring commenced.

-

££& dTSSieaTo^
- - teKSj*

»*«»«'

cb-t.to «*

-rjokj.

making an appropriationfor tho State Agri- and tho measuring continued with an
cultural College ; amending the charter of ahundunco of mirth and good humor.
Three Rivera ; for tho disposalof unclaimed At laat (lent took tho line, nnd ptuuwd it
money in the hands of administrators. around tho chest of M. Quinn^ and was
reconsidered and tabled. The figures will
Tho followingpassed : Changing the name
doubtless he cut down somewhat, and its
C. A. Zeloff; for republication apparently greatly pleased with the repassage again attempted, when it will quite
of the reports of the Supreme Court ; amend- sult. To express his Hati«factiouf he
likelypass.
ing act 196, laws of 1875, regardinginspection placed his hands on either side of Quinn’s
The proposition to appropriate$30,000 with of illuminatingoils ; repealing section 1.440,
which to make a respectableexhibition of etc., regarding tho adulterationof alcoholic head and commenced rubbing his ears.
Ho bud drawn his hands across the ears
Michigan'sproductsat the
liquors ; enlargingthe town of Peninsula by
WORLD’S FA1U,
only
twice, when he was frightened
island in Grand Traverse
to be held in
,i,lliard,v
nearly out of his wits by seeing a bright
squeeze through olive. Strange as it may j po^ of the annual meetings of thcSuperin- flame shoot quickly upward, reaching
seera, the Lxecutiyo Gommitlee of the State I umdents of the Poor ; repealing sections 1,360
nearly to tho coiling. Tho friction caused
Agricultural Society recentlysent up resolu- ^ M48 inclusive of compiled laws ; authorizI'CK'kMureto appropriatej iug the township of Antwerp to borrow money ; by rubbing tho ears seemed to have
95U, 000 for tho
amending act 87, laws of 1855, relatingto burying caused the spark, which ignited tho hair
school fob the
i grounds ; authorizing
the conveyance of prls- and tho blaze sprang up almost inThe location of the School for the Blind, or- J oneni of the State of 'Wisconsinthrough the stantly.
dered by the Legislatureof two years ago, mate of Michigan ; changing the name of tho
To Hay that Gent was horriflod is put-

of

‘ ”

^^883,

purpose.
blind.

The present edibrown and gold. The day being warm,
tion
is
confined
to
Congressional
reshe perspired freely. Soon afterward
unmistakablesymptoms of poisoning turns. A second edition will he issued
appeared, and the doctor was called. within a few weeks giving the PresidenHo said the illness was undoubtedly tial returns by counties in each State, composed of Townsend North, of \assar ; Tom
caused by poison absorbed from the
showing comparisons with the vote S. Applegate, of Adrian; and James M.
political text-book.

clerk to collate and prepare modifications
of

ll(KS Ral | fafo harbor ; autliorizing prisoners of the State

rnoi'OHiTicN j

A 8ENSIRLK
is before the Legislaturein the shape of

the possibilitytim‘s nnd 1,'l)0r 1,r, n0 m0,l!1 ,Hraer “ such salaries should he fixed by Legislative enactment. the standard being the total iiopulaserious shock in London, which i P™™1 by ‘l*0 completeness of the work, tion of tho several counties. The trouhWiow York

would entail a frightfulcalamity on bun-

1,071. relative to statements
of accounthr County Treaiaren.Tho following were read a third time and paaaod:Amending section 7,443, relative to foes of Deputy
Sheriffs; amending the constitutionso as to
allow the Supreme Court to appoint its own

1881.

OMcmari, Magazine
of

amending soction

Fob. 15.

race of importance in Aus-

man, and his mother

5,

206, etc., regarding immigration;

amending aection 2,397, regarding protection of life on railroad trains ;

weary miles that he sunk exhausted at

charge of his stud.

Sir Hercules never,

Lanhinq, Fob.
:

umna,

i

is

prohibited. Difficulties about the setsulted from this, and,

non

m

i

Number of olflcea in 1M9 ..................
2.ISS
the Legialature enteredupon its customary vaN umber of oflicee iu 1880 ..................
8,83 1
Tuesday,Feb. 1.— Senate.— Petitionswere Clerk. Messrs. Estabrook, Kinno and Earle
Number of meoiagee nent in ISfi'J..........6,600, UU0 cation yesterday, and the legislativewheels will
were appointed a committee to locate a School
Number of mesMgeawnt in 1BH0 ........ ,.26,537,137
received for a chair of eclecticmodieme in the
for the Blind. Bills were introduced:Amendtherefore cease to grind until the evening of
The increase in plant has been as fol- the 15th. The
University. Tho resolution of Jan. 24, for tho ing section 5 of the act of 1869, regarding oftransmission of the Benale prohibitory petitions fenses affecting railroads and the embezzlement
lows :
AMOUNT OK WORK DONE
to the House, was rescinded. Dills wore in- of railroad tickets; for tho purchase of a porMile* of line in 1869., ........................6.601 up, to the time of the adjournment at half-past
troduced: Reorganizingthe Second and Ninth trait of Judge Longyear for the State library.
Milea of line in 1880., ........................
21,156
Judicial Circuits,and repealing the act organFriday, Feb. A— Senate.— The Lieutenant
Miles of wire in 1869. ........................
4S,9!IO 9 yesterdayconsists of the introduction of 138
izing the Fifteenth Judical Circuit; changing the
Miles of wire in 1880 .........................
101,851
Governor announced the following as the Comhills and fourteen joint resolutionsin the
boundariesof Daraga and Houghton counties.
Miles of submarinecables in 1869 ............139
mittee on Apportionment : First district, Mr.
Miles of submarinecables in 1880 ............707 House, nnd seventy-sevenhills and ten joint Resolution on tho transportationquestion,
resolutions
in
tho
Hcnato
;
the
passage
of
|K>rInstrument* In use in 1869 ...................2,200
which asks tho Michigan delegation m Con- Caplig, of Wayne ; Second district, Mr. Dicker
haps a dozen or twenty of the most uuimport- gress to procurethe passage of a hill prohibitn stru meuts lu use in 1880 ...................8, 151
man. of Hillsdale ; Third district Mr. Durkee,
Yanis of pneumatic tubes in 1869 ............ 4, *14 nni hills hy each house, only three or four of
ing discrimination in storage and freights, and
of Barry ; Fourth district, Mr. Ford, of Van
Yards of pneumatic tubes in 1880 ............48,620 which hove yet roceiVed tho sign manual
regulating and restricting charges for storage,
Buren ; Fifth district, Mr. Farr, of Ottawa ;
“ David 11. Jerome, Governor,”and tuo blocking freights and transportation.
House hill to Sixth district, Mr. Billings,of Genesee;
How he came by the name Sitting out nnd planning in committees and otherwise amend tho laws regardingthe The
election of Unit- Seventh district,Mr. Winsor, of Huron;
Bull is thus explained by Chief Gall. for the long list of hills of every name and nat- ed States Senator passed.
Eighth district, Mr. Gibson of Bay.
ure that are snre to ho introducedd tiling the
House.— Petitions were received for legisla- » and Mr. Swift of Marquette.A large number
In his early youth, Sitting Bull, then nine days remaining of tho lifty (tho constituof remonstranceswere read against tho passage
tion in regard to false brands of contentsand
ycleptedLame Deer, went out unnoted tional time for the introductionof hills nnd
of tho proposed prohibitory amendment.
joint resolutions), after tho reassembling of quantities of kerosenebarrels. Tho following Bills were introduced as follows: Amending
among brother buffalo-hunters,and the Legislature.Unless nil signs fail, each hills were introduced : To facilitatetho disposal
section 1,742,etc., to prevent tho introduction
came !h at night carryingon his shoul- member will return at that time fresh from his of State tax bonds ; omitting section 9, articlo of contagious diseasesiu cattle; to amend
constituents—the dear people— with a goodders the carcass of a young buffalo,with sized grip-sack full of hills, good, had and in- 2, act 198 laws of 1373 reiativo to railroads ; chapter 114 Civil Laws, relativeto proceedings
changing the name of tho townshipof Lin- against debtors by attachment ; establishing &
a mystic white cross on its forehead, different, and then the one who knows the coln to West Staudish ; amending sec- chair of eclecticmedicine in tho Michigan UniLegislative ropes best will ho tho one whose
shot by him and borue for so many hills will he most likelyto pass and receive the tion 996 relating to tho time when versity.Adjourned until Tuesday evening.

his law practice.

—and

lueky artist who painted it.
In tho absence of any legislativenows to rel»ort next week, your correspondent will ship
one. and Fob. 19 will he tho dal
ate of the next
iullictionof this kind.
Grseuvk.u.

School h out for noon,” or, in other words,

in saving §250,000from the proceeds of

now

the State library ; for a grant of State swamp
landsa for
or a anon
ditch in China, SL uiair
Clair county :
uding lection 7, act 170, of 1877, relatnr
distribution of the lawi ; amending sec

Hud*.

business of this department of the Brit-

Senator Edmunds is reported to
have exercised the care of a wise man

Probate JudgeN and Their

Salaries— .Ylichigaii at the World’*
Fair— Locaiing the Nchool for the
lillnd— SolicitorUcneral-OddN and

large and fine portrait of Senator Chandler,for
4*2,000,will quite likely pass both houses with
very little opposition. It is life-size, and the
test one in existence. Ives, of Detroit, is the

,

of New Buffalo. Tho followingbills were i tl10 involuntarytool lifted to bring about
introduced at the afternoon bchhioii:Con- Qlliniffi destruction by fire. The reader
Turner,of La using, with Gov. Jerome as an | finning the title of certain real estate in Lan- can imagine what hift feoliuffH would bo
coloring matter in the stockings. She of 187G, with majorities, gains ami losses. ex-ofticio member. Ihe Governor and Mr. Bine to the MethodistEuiiooual
wimv uin icoiiugs wuum uu
North favor Vassar. in Tuscola county,while amending
?
suffered the most intense pain, and at
the other two favor the purchase of the largo i non of
friend h ear and instantly he should find
A
Missing
Finger.
times her screams could be heard some
buildings and grounds in this city, owned by
Houhe.— Moaur*. P.rmcl4 and CorWu mro i the friTV? *1,ead
Genf
Judge Lvter is as good a name as any tho Grind Lodge of Odd Fellows, and at presdistancefrom the house. She died after
k- thruw UP b“ h“nd"- and
other to call him by. He is one of the ent the temporary location of tho school. This appointed member, or the joint oommltte. on |
au illness of thirty-nine days.
r.
best-known lawyers in the State, and propertyisoffered to the Slate for the use of | the distribution of the historyof “Michigan „
not long ago spent several days in Neva-

!

A Washington correspondent says he
rode

down

from the Capitol the other

day in a 5-cent omnibus in which the
only other passenger was the Vice Pres-

da City trying an important case before
the Superior Court. Oue of his hands,

most people observed,

as

is

minus a

fin-

is

•*

Churchsection
voters.

•r

gtdTVrio/'r

to

prospect that the commission can ever agree

K

them* from all

or ratherthe best part of one. There
•aid.
local
quite a history connected with that

ger,

Boi-

tl“™

S

t wr

S™ ^ndST

ote
consideration of the question of

SOLICITOR GENERAL

1

,

bj thf

* ^
iu

^8
M

Un!S
: Am"“t

i

turut?(l P11*0

in tho party

ttnJ

other

Inuttily

m„le

^ction 5,327, etc., relating to Justices of the room for the human flambeau, who, as
Peace ; amending section 1,241, relating to ho hastily pimed tho room, reminded one
highway Uxes ; amending section 2,110, etc., forcibly of tho Circassianbeauty with

:

r&Xtf.

Edward unnaturallyshort piece of flesh. As the
Retiring Gov. (Jroswell and Gov. Jerome each
jKironpiuo Imir, only Unhid ilro
Thornton, the British Minister, whose story goes, the Judge did not always recommendedin their messages the creation by dren; for tho assessment and taxa- instead of hair. Some of the inmates of
center all of his talents on solving knottion of telephone companies; relative the room yelled “tire, fire," nnd others of
salary,beside his income, is over §25,000
ty legal problems. Ever so many years
to acknowledgments of conveyances; to trans- a more religiousturn of mind commenced
a year, walks every day from his home ago he lived in one of the northern
fer the Sault canal to the United States; for the
knAM wvro WHntz tho
the Senate, who should boa competent lawyer,
compilationof a M of names of all volunteers Pra^,U^ * nt 8 K,l0f* rH ,X aUtn8 Ulfi
away beyond the White House to the counties of the State. Ho was an infant
ident of the United States. Sir

m-ovim/
*

and the denizens
War of the Rebellion. The followingpassed : VOUftlyclung to tho counter. Ho subscmining camp had a way of settling State, being paid therefor a competentsalary Amending section684. etc., as to duties of i qoently said he thought the master moHe is a trim, modest-looking man with their little misunderstandingswith pis- as the Attorney General is not. Until the State
pays tho latter more than $81)0' per year, they
a businessair and a quick, nervous step.
,rom H“lea i“Mi Butoi^om"
must continueto pay largo Bums yearly for le- uing at large; appropriating
State swamp landa Boo him.
Mr. Hill, of Colorado, who is worth
_
gal advice and assistance,or else create such an to antiu tho towns of Owosso and Middlebury; Finally, after some lively work, tho
officer. .Since Jan. 1, 1873, the State has so paid . requiring holders of unrecordeddeeds to record man whoso head was being cremated
million or two, walks, while all around
^he first thing he
one of the “b’hoys.
$12,745 for attorneylees, exclusive of the uni- 1 the same; amending the act enlarging thedu- onfWAilwl in pytinmiifthinfftlm p/mria
him dash the coaches of men who live | Qne nj
ght he got into a game of pokPorter township.
on their Congressionalsalary.
er with “Black Bob,” an eminent card
| partment As loop as he
office, and pay its incumbent $5,000 per year,
nt had the fire un
Thursday,
Feb. 3.— Senate.— Tho hill , (ler control hia companions reguimxl tli
sharp. There was a mint of money on are qujje strong.
itiurhday,Feb.
uiued their
Joseph Burger, member of the Min- j the cloth, and both players became obODDS AND ENDS.
amending the act incorporating manufacturing senses and graduallyapproached him.
The resignation of Superintendent Howe, of
nesota Legislature, is a curiosity. He liviousof the crowd of interested spectacompanies was taken from the table and passed, j “Sure an* I didn't know you v
was
the Reform School, which was recently tendered
tors,
who
had
seldom
witnessed
snch
enlisted in the Second Minnesota region account ef Borne disagreementbetween Mr. The Senate agreed to a substitutefor the ap- loaded," said Gent
stiff playing, even in the mines. Bob
“Do you have such spell* often?”
Howe and one or two members of the Board pointment of a ooramittee on apportionments,
ment of volunteers when only 14 years
had the first deal, and he dealt well, for of Control, has been acceptedand the position and* tho House concurred therein. Tho sub- asked another.
stitute
orders
the
appointment
of
a
ooramittee
old. He was shot seven times, losing he and the Judge continued to shove tenderedto Superintendentof Public Instruc“ I knew you were gassing fearfully,"
of nine with power to choose its own
his left arm and most of his right hand, coin to the center till their respective tion C. A Gower, who has its acceptanceunder
Chairman. The House resolution for the ap- chimed in a third; “but I didn't think
consideration.
pointment of a committee to locate the School you would go off in that way.”
and is one of the seventeenin the United treasures were exhausted.They then
The State reception given hy the ladies of the
for the Blind was concurred in. Senators
showed np.
W.
C.
T.
U.,
at
tho
State
temperance
headStates who holds a gold medal for bravThe Judge tossed two aces and three quartersin this city, on the evening of the 2d,
1
in th torchlight pro
ery, and was discharged as a Captain at kings down, and reached out to rake in was largely attended by people from all parts
duced: Amending the charter of
Alpena; cession proceeded to explain.
Alpena
of
the
State,
yet
tho
members
of
tho
Legisthe ago of 18 years. When 22 years of the spoils. As his hand slid across the
amending tho laws for the collection of dam-1
It seems that Quinn is a baker of bread,
lature, whose votes upon tho proposed prohibi^relating to taxes againstrailroad cor- and while at work frequently has occaage he was elected to the Missouri Leg- table it came in contact with a bowie- tory amendment were sought to be influenced »ges;
knife that Bob had fished out from some- thereby,were conspicuous for their absence, ^^^whicti was subsequently passed; sion to look in the ovens, which are dark.
islature, and served five years in the
where, and one of his finger joints was less than twenty being present from both bouses. for the support of a School for the Blind ; to When doing so he merely strike* a
make women eligible to school offices. The
Honse and Senate of that State, beside whacked off clean as a whistle.
The book “ Michigan in the War,” which has
following passed: Authorizing a settlement match. In order to have the matches
•one term as Sergeant-at-Arms of the
The astonishedlawyer looked np in been prepared by AdjutantGeneral llobertson, by the State with the Detroit House of Cor- handy, ho has acquired a habit of carryin accordance with a concurrent revolution of
Missouri House. He was Postmaster at amazement to learn the cause of his op- both houses of the Legislature of 1879, is just rection ; amending section 684 relating to town- ing a handful back of hi* ears.
ponent’s eccentric action. The latter out, and is as eagerly sought after as $5 gold ship officers ; to secure uniformity w aurveys
Using ear* for a match-safeis a new
Burger, Mo., a town named after him,
of State ditches and roads; reincorporating
laid three aces and two kings alongside pieces would be, especially hy old soldiers. It
idea, and should be patented.
Benton Harbor.
and now at the age of 32 is sent, after a the other “
is a beautiful work of 869 pages, bound in red
However the matches being stored
House:— The majority of the Committeeon
ripe experience, to the Minnesota House.
The Judged gazed at the two batches morocco, and is in throe parts, the first doaway
in the suburbs of Quinn's ears,
scribing Michigan’s part m the Htate, the the Liquor Traffic reported favorably on the
No man in the living world has such an of cards a minute, then raised his eyes second her part in the field, and the third con- joint resolution for the submission of a pro- they were ignited by. coming in contact
experience. He was born in Austria, to the stained knife that the other was taining a complete register of all officerswho hibitory liquor amendment to the constitution. with Gent's hands, which ore made rough
holdingnn readiness for any emergency, served daring the war from the State. As only
by honest toil 'The hair was oily, and
The minorityof the committee made an adand draws a pension of §600 a year.
yes, I see,” he stutteredner- 1.500 copies were ordered printed, not one in verse report. Bills were introduced : Amend- what followed waa nothing more nor less
y; “queer kind of lay-out, ain’t it, fifty who wish it can have a copy.
ing section 5,525, relative to criminalprooeed- than on oil fire.— O// City Derrick.
Lansing has been in her store clothes dining
The success which has attended the
fo? But your apology is accepted.” the past week, and, with the Legislaturein •ngs ; to regulate the appropriationof etate
union of the telegraph with the postBob appropriatedthe spoils without session, tho temperancereception, tho annual swamp lands iu certain counties : reincorporating Milford ; incorporating Bloomingdale ;
“Wiut,” asked the teacher, “waa
y demurrer being filed, and it is said meeting of the State Pioneer Society, tho Reoffice in Great Britain has been as great
making an appropriation for the Reform the great olistacleWashington encountmenyi concert, and the lecture by Burdette,of
it for a long time after the two men
School, also making appropriations for a chapel
as glorifying. The Committee of the
ered in crossing the Delaware ?” And
had groat respect for each other, and the Hawkeye, who was snow-bound and did not for the same ; incorporatingNorth Mnskiigon
come,
her
citizens
and
visitors
have
managed
the smart, bud boy thought for a minNationalBoard of Trade reported at the hunted in piin,— iVevada City Tranauthorizing the Board of Education of Big
to keep pre ty tolerably busy.
ute and Uien made answer, “ The toll
Rapids
to
seU
real
estate;
reincorporating
•close of the year in favor of Government tcript
The hill before the House to porch ise the
Capitol, a distance of nearly three miles.
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British meteorologicaland agricultural
returns shows that since 1800 England has

Would

normities the long run of favorable seasons
The center of population in the United should be interrupted and our vast WestStates has, during the last ten years, ern granaries fail to meet the world’s
shifted

from Columbus, Ohio, to
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it

Beautifully "Illustrated.

Withont the use of the knife.
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200,000,000— equal to the present popula-

Europe exclusive of Russia, Austria

and Turkey.
hard

It is

on

the streams flowing from

summer toward

them carry

in

the great grain belt.

But more recent leports from the Plains
and the region of least winter precipita-

imagine the changes in the tion up to the 25th inst. show a better state
commercialphases of the of things. Along the lines of the Kansas

to

social and

country which this population implies; Pacific and Atchison, Topeka and Santa
the immense domestic trade, the large in- Fe railways the country is covered with
terior cities— Chicago larger than New deep snow. In the Pacific States the win-

York or

Philadelphia, Cincinnati and St.

Louis than Brooklyn, Boston and

Balti-

paper.

the supply of water which

ter rainfall has been in excess, and
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Middle States are falling behind the aver- inch in the Ohio Valley, 0.38 in the Upper
age rate of growth, and they will tend Mississippi Valley and 0.36 in the upper
more and more to the stationary point, lake region, with a surplus of 0.42 in

Under

these circumstances,there

is

every reason to suppose that there will

grow up in
city,
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denced in the chilly

has pasied into the hands of his successor

Opposite the POST-OFFICE
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sissippi, it begins to

and will be likely to yield unusu-

constantly filledup,

is

and the goods are

approach the density

of the grain crop
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And sold at

generally. While guard-

metropolis will not be

New

York, but the

central point of distributionand exchange.
is true of

nearly every country and

its metropolis the

no good
prove true

world over, and there

following

resolution in the House of Representatives

reason for doubting that it will
of the

RepresentativeRobinson, on Monday
last introduced, by request, the

is

United States. London,

Paris, Rome, Berlin, Vienna, Madrid,
Pekin, in modern days, Athens, Babylon,

in relation to the Transvaal republic.
"It

recites that from time

ments in South Atrica,including the country

known

as the

THAN

EVER.*

Come and See us and we will
show you what we can
do for you

Transvaal republic, have

Come Early
Holland, Feb.

were interior cities. It will attract,as
and that her Britannic majesty’s governthey have attracted,the swarming multitude, tbe intelligent,the energetic, the

5,

Late

or

1881.

52-6m

pleasure-loving, the adventurersfrom the

immense reservoirof populationsaround

may

it.

It

be less cosmopolitan,but

will

be more American than the

cor. F. & 7th Sts., Washington,

it

seaport

national. Marseilles one of the most cos-

Having revoked the auth

mopolitan cities in the world. New York
socially,Boston intellectually, are already
foreign in-

fluences, and are not likely to become less
so in tbe future. They are already settling
into hard, fixed modes of thought

formerlyvested in

against

many

her

lives

majesty’s force, and that

have been

lost'. It declares

JOSEPH FIXTER.
Holland, MLh., Jan.

scarcely recognizes the existence of any
interestwest of the Alleghanies. If there

New

press at all, its management and

glish Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal weak
ness, 8 perm a-

such facts with grief; that they do deeply
regret the aforesaid misunderstanding oc-

their very face that they are publishedat

VTOTICE
i.v named

settler

by the pound or barrel.— Harris &
Smith’s Safety Lamps, and many more
goods, too numerous to mention.

Come and
Holland, Oct.

inspect our Stock.
P. & A. STEKETEE.

1st, 1880.

agents for BORDER OUTLAWS

WANTED

By

J.

W. BEUL.

The Younger Brothers,

has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof iu support of his claim, and
final entry thereof, and that said proof will be
made before the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Ottawa County,Mich., at the county seat, on Tuesday the 8th day of February, 1881, viz:
Manus Boeriseu, Homestead entry No. 6944 for the
S. W. H S. E. % sec. 36, T 6 N. R 15 W and names
the following witnesses to prove his continuous
residence upon and cultivationof said tract, viz:
John DeVries, of ZeelandP. U., and James Stunning, of Zeeland P. O., and Hendrik Kuipers of
of Zeeland P. O., and Geerl Kuipers of Zeeland
P. O., all of Ottawa County,Michigau.

\ Yourselvesby making money when a
I golden chance is offered, thereby always
keeping poverty from your door. Those
who always take advantage of the good
chances for making money that are offered, generally become wealthy, while those who* do not

Frank and

Jesse

James

And

their band of' highwaymen down to 1881.
Contains more than 40 Illustrationsembracinglate
Portraitsof the principal characters, including
Frank James, never before published,and 12

COLORED PLATES. Interviewsand

FINE

let-

ters from Cole Younger— StartlingRevelations.
All about the black flag, the black oath, the secret
cave, and hundreds of other wonderful things.
Most exciting bock ever published;more thrilling
than a romance,yet true In every essential. Sells
like wild-flrc! 10, <00 ordered in advance. Nothing
like it! beats everything! Over 400 pages, price
$1.50. Agent’s canvassing ontflt, 50 cents. Write
immediatelyfor full particulars,to HISTORICAL
PUBLISHINGCO., 8t. Louis,
51-4w

Mo.

improve such chances remain in poverty. We
If you wish a
want many men, women, boys and girls to work
for us right in their own localities.The business
will pdy more than ten times ordinary wages. We
furnish an expensive outfit and all that you need,
At VERY LOW FIGURES then give a call at
free. No one w ho engages fails to make money the large and well supplied
very rapidly . You can devote your whole time to
FURNITURE STORE OF
the work, or only your spare moments.Full infoimation and all that is needed sent free.
Meyer f Brouwer <0 Co.
Address, STINSON Jc CO., Portland, Maine,

shedding of

Outfitfurnished free, with fuK instructions
for conducting the most profitablebusiness
that anyone can engage in. The business
is so easy to learn,and our Instructions
Iltf
are so simple and plain,that any one can make
great profits from the very start. No one can fail
who is willingto work. Women are as successful
as men. Boys and girls can earn large sums.
Many have made at the business over one hundred
dollars In a single week. Nothing like It ever
The undersignedannounces to the Public that known before. All who engage are surprised at
they have finishedtheir new Meat Market and are the ease nod rapidity with which they are able to
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds make money. You can engage in this business
of Meats and Sausages. By promptnessand fair during your spare time at great profit.You do
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction not have to invest capital in it. We take all the
risk. Those who need ready money, should write
to all those who wish to favor them with part of
to us at once. All furnished free. Address,
their trade.
TRUE * CO.. Augusta, Maine.
The stand is one door west of the store on the

with her Briltannic majesty in her eflorls to

—
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corner of Eighth an Fish Street.
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VAN ZOEREN.
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Diseases that follow as a sequence
of Self
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MAMET

MEAT

torrhea, Impotency, and all

blood consequent thereon, and sympathize

Holland. Julvl4, 1878.-
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10,000

ih'bhkls brxevfa, of which I

|f All I LUm,keBuckeyePileOinUiicut,WirTri.tr<lto
cur* I'll**-AJirew wiihiltiup,Dr. J.N.'Rblcr.SL
I-ouii, M*
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icidor TAviio rn w-pLn! TH0a?[! After Taking.
tude. Pain iu the Back, Dimness of Vision, Prefrom incursionsof savages. It requests mature Old Age. and many other Diseasesthat
the president to convey forthwith to her lead to Insanity or Conaumptiou and a Prema-

preserve the Christian people, of Africa

Britannic majesty the sentimentsof the
people of the United States in regard
her colonies, and their hope that no

blood may be shed, and
fit

that she

to

more

may

see

accord the inhabitants of the Trans-

to

tare (.rave.
Full particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free hy mail to every one. The
Specific Medicineis sold by all drug- 1st at |1 per
package, or six packages for $5, or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

jy

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
Nj. 106 Main Street, Buffalo,N. Y.
For Sale In Hollandby Heber Walsh. 52-ly

vaal republic region their independenceif

On the
she
hand, the Chicago papers show on

tone partake of the English type.

52-4w

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
MARK The Great En-TRADE MARK.

life.

The newspaper press of the dift'erent
kinds of cities in tbe United States,
prophesy their respective tendencies.The
press of Boston and New York is comparativelyprovincial. Almost wholly in its
news, and mainly in its comments, it

1881.

31,

FRADK

that the people of the United States learned

the

than

I

December 27, 1880. j
is hereby given that the following

—

habitantsof said republic are in arms

curred; that they deplore

any strikingcharacteristic in the

>rity

as my agent, I caution the public at large, and
business men in particular,to repudiateall his
that some misunderstandingshave existed
orders parporting;to be on my account, or lor me,
as to the fact whereon said annexation to-day and al.er thh date.
reported to be based, and that the in-

Tea

Salt

51

Mr. Peter Pfamtiehl,

that the inhabitants thereof were good and

was

Citt. Mich.,

better 50c

New, Authentic and Thrilling History of the
Lives and wonderful Adventures of America's
Great Outlaws,

Notice for Publication.

the IPublic.

law-abiding citizensof that republic, and

cities, just as Paris is tbe most distinctively

dominated to some extent by

To

ment did thereupon annex said republic
to be part of her majesty’s dominions,and

r n
'ever; Roasted Coffee of
many varieties The best cheese. New Holland
Herring, by the keg or piece. The Best Oat Meal
always on hand and fresh,etc., etc.

A

FIRST-CLASS ORGAN

been in danger from incursions of savages,

other

C0„ 37 Park Bow, New York.

Office,

47-5w EDWARD STEVENSON, Register.

to time it has

been icported that certain European settle-

Bagdad, Palmyra, in ancient limes, are, or

York

St

,

of European population, its domestic ing against oversanguine estimatesof
commerce will be more importantthan its future harvests there is no reason, there
foreign commerce, and its interiorcities fore, to heed the alarm of failure.— N. Y.
more important than its seaports. The Herald.

is

MUNN

Land Office at Reed

trans-Mississippi The stock remains complete,

The early arrival
It may be, also, Kansas City, or some of the cold weather, by interfering with
point farther West. For, when this the deposition of lame of insects in the
country contains, two hundred millions of fall wheat, helped it, and its subsequent
people, certainly when east of the Mis- severity has been fatal to the insect pests

and

GROCERIES

In connectionwith the

are Solicitors of

Branch

point of the continent. It may be Chicago. ally copious rainfalls.

down

rrwrno

rJUlhriLD
sciumnc axe sic a ^
Messrs. MUNN & CO.,
American

MUNN

Assignee Sale

this central portion an im- their stores of vapor will be rapidly con-

perhaps more than one, which

will be the great metropolis and distributing regions

•

TJ A

Valley.

nificant.

This

ob-^—

Hy

when their annual increase will be insig- Minnesota and 0.30 in the Upper Missouri

When the spring opens, and its
warm, moist southerly winds penetrate
the now gelid grain belt of the Northwest

COLUMBIA AND OTHER

and Foreign Patents, have had 35 years experience,
and now have the largest establishmentin the
world. Patentsare obtained on the best terms.
A special notice Is made in the tkientifle American
of all Inventionspatentedthrough this Agency,
Wstche*. Stem winder. $150. White meUl HnntlnsC»*e
$5. ImitationK°ld $6. Solid (toldtlt.Cheapen.tid twit with the name and residence of the Patentee.By
for your own u.e or epeeulatlvepurpose. V.loahle r.tthe immense circulationthus given, public attenalogue free. TUOIPSONACO.,
ISiMauauSU .New York. tion is directed to the merits of the new patent,
and sales or introduction often easily effected.
Any person who has made a new discovery or
invention, can ascertain, /'re« of charge, whether
a patent can probably be obtained, by writing to
& CO. We also send free our Hand Book
about the Patent Laws, Patents, Caveats, TradeMarks, their costs,and how procured, wtith hints
for procuringadvanceson Inventions. Address
for the Paper, or concerningPatents.

is

large assortmentof

Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolen
Ulankeis, Ribbons— os fine an assortmentas
any in the city— cheap. Nubias, Misses
The Scien/i/lcAmerican Is a I arge First-Class
and Children's Knit Hoods.
Weekly Newspaper of Sixteen Pages, printed in
the most beautilulstyle, prof uedn illustrated
with
YARNS.
siAtndld illustrations, representing the newest Inventionsand the most recent Advances in the
Dross Goods from 10c and upward, and a full asArts and bcieuces; including New and Interesting
sortmentof Ladies' Skirts.
Facts in Agriculture,Horticulture, the Home,
Health, Medical Progress, Social Science, Natural
History, Geology, Astronomy. The most valuable Geuts’ White Shirts— the best 50c Shirt
practicalpapers, by emiueut writersIn all departever sold in Holland.
ments of Science, will ae found iu the Scientific
Feathers of the best grade always on hand at
American.
Terms, $3.20 per year, Sl-W half year, which inbottom figures.
cludes postage. Discounts to agents. Single
copies, ten cents. Sold by all Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to MUNN & CD., Publishers,
— '-—'A Full Stock
37 Park Row, New York.

REEVES,

more; Cleveland, Detroit and cities of seen that the much dreaded December
that grade containing half a million of deficienciesof rain in the interior were
people. Already the New England and after all not so serious, being only 0.02

mense

SHAWLS
a

AND LADIES & MISSES’ CLOAKS.

A victim of youthful Imprudencecausing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, has discovered a simple self cure, which ho will send FREE
to bis fellow-sufferers, addresa J. II.
43 Chatham Mt., N. Y.
1-ly

in the

Signal Service Review just published, it

DISCOVERY!

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

A A. Steketee

P.

•

be

81 does not seem, like its predecessor,

son, nullificationand the United States influence

Just Received at the Store of

CURE FOR CANCER!

cure, withont sickness, debility,or evil results to
the patient; and all afflicted with the loathsome
contain between 150,000,000 and 100,000,- to have been active in piling up the Rocky disease of Cancer are sincerely urged to try this
never-failing,permanentremedy. The Plaster,
000. This is only- forty years hence, a Mountain plateaus with ice and snow, to with full particulars for its application, will be
sent to any address on receipt of Six Dollars adspace easily grasped by those who can re- be liquifiedin summer and to be distrib- dressed (registeredletter to
8. C. SMITH,
"the Harrison Presidential cam- uted along the valleyswhich intersect their
Coaticook, P. Q. Canada.
paign. ” Ten or twelve years more, equal to eastern slopes; and undoubtedly the winThe highest references given as to respectaa look backward as far as the days of Jack- ter snowfall on these plateaus has a decided bility and standing when required, Including Editor of this
1-ly

present century, tbe country will, in 1920,

tion of

IT

Read This!]

!

!

Permanent

A Poeltive and

One application of the IMMIX PLASTER will
draw the Cancer out In a few days, with its every
root and fibre, than effecting u permanent cure,
it will reach the Mississippi
possibility of and preventing a recurrence of the dread malady.
the rate of increase prevailing during the partial failure.So far the winter of 1880- This Is no humbug, but a positive and reliable

more this contingency, and yet
River. At presumptuous to ignore the

Bank, the country will be found

TRY

The Immix Plaster!

the In- demand ? It would be prematureto assume

diana bounary line; in a few decades

‘
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Paper

it be

surprising if in this year of weather ab-

m

The Best

had "only four good harvests,” and not
one in the last ten years.

IN HALF A OENTUBY KOBE;

geui Advertisements.

JU

shall find that they

had

THE FIRM

no desire to

surrender the same to her.”

We make merchant tailoringa specialty,
pass is fully represented.Their drag net and guarantee the finest fit. Come and
of enterpriseis thrown over the whole try us— it will pay you. At the Clothing
continent. This will be the law of their houseofG.Brusse,at Zeeland, Mich. l-3w
central point. Every point oi the com-

a

future growth, and the law of the future

growth

of Chicago or whatever the great

central metropolis may be.

It is to be a

vitalized,energetic,distinctly continental

We

were exposed last week

to a pitiless

storm, that wet our feet and stockings,

and indeed our person all over. In

w)

•"AVVU "

Are now prepared to

1JJ

fill all

orders for

Caskets & Coffins,
They keep constantly

stock the finest

in

Roughs, Colds, and Congestion of Lungs can be cured.

fact

BLACK WALNUT & CLOTH CASKETS
center of commerce, art, literature and we took a cracking cold, which brought of different sizes and quality suitable for all
amusement, and will suck into its whirling sore-throatand severe symptoms of fever. classes. They have also a fine assortmentof
current of business

and

pleasure, tbe

teeming millions which will then swarm
in tbe great central Slates of the

Union.—

Tbe

good-wife asserted her authority,

plunged our feet into hot
us in

water, wrapped Gents’

hot blankets, and sent our faithful

son for a bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

FruPrest. .

It is

a

COUGHS, COUGHS, COUGHS, COUGHS,

splendid medicine— pleasant to

and Ladies’ Rohes

AND OTHER FUNERAL NECESSITIES.

AJffTI

SEPTIC FLUID

For preserving the dead, always on

Qnly

SEE

the

RIGHT

Remedies quickly procured,

Universally used, and by. all
fl.ET

Have

ECLECTRIO OIL,
a care.

Q

Q

RECOMMENDED.

it is perfectly splendid. Q-

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil’s what you get. g[

hand. 51-4m

DON’T FORGET, g

Sold by every Druggist, the name
job. We slept soundly
Notice
for Pnblication.
through the night and awoke well the
Land Office at Reed Cmr. Mich.
The late reports from Southern Indiana next morning. We know we owe our
Sold by all Druggist,
50 cents and ll.OO*
January25, 1881. f
and Illinois indicated that the wheat crop quick recovery to the Pectoral, and shall VTOTICE is hereby given that the following Go to D. R. MEENGS for Mrs Freeman's New National Dyes. For brightneaiand durability of
__
in those regions will be a failure. Owing not hesitateto recommend it to all who ll named settler has filed notice of his inten- color they are uuequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 16 centa,
tion to make final proof In support of his claim,
to the late planting and the early bard need such a medicine.—Tehuacana, Texas, and final entry thereof,and that said proof will
TEE FB037E0TXVSWHEAT

CBOP.

take, and did the

-

winter a large portion of the wheat land Presbyterian.
is

said to be “a mass of ice," and it is not

believed that

much more

than a fifth of

How

--

bo made before the Clerk of tbe Circuit Court of
Ottawa Cohnty, Mich., at the county seat on

—

Tuesday the 16th day

to get Sick.

Expose yourself day and night; eat too

crop made under favorablecircummuch without exercise; work too hard
stances will be realized this year. On the
without rest; doctor all the time; take all
18th inst. a Chicago dispatch intimated
tbe vile nostrums advertised, and then you
that for the same reasons there were fears
will want to know
the

of deficiencies of the wheat crop in portions of Iowa,

though investigationproved

the case was not so

bad in

that State as

flow to get Well.
answered in three words— Take

Which is
Hop Billers! See

of

1880.

51-5w EDWARD STEVENSON, Register.

JOHN PENNOYER,

other column.

First Deputy Sheriff of Ottawa Co.
the 5th or January the Herald, in ‘ The Condition Powders of Prof. Wellenburg, for sale at the drug store of Dr.
OFFICE WITH T. J. AKELEY.
view of tbe rapid development of the ab- Wm. Van Putten, have been used in my
normally cold winter, pointed out the pos- stable in the year 1074, when the epizootic
WuUtgtoD St.
taml Bam, Hich.
sibility of disaster to the winter wheat crop, was raging throughout the laud, with the
51-8mo.
very best success and recommend them
and warned its readers "net to indulge in

A

A

recent elaborateanalysisof

H.

Holland,Oct.

20,

1880.

BOONE.
30

U

A MONTH! A0WT3 WAHTIEI

$350

7 5 H*tl HrlllaeArtltlnla
pt«rr*r. Ad-JAY

lk«

World

i

a

Mtn-

BROMSOM.C*^.^

illS’

WINTER. 1880.

Mil

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces\ Beaded and Silk,
' FRINGES AND GA^OONS, CIRCULARS,
Dolmans, Cloaks, Plain & Brocade Velvet, Silks,
Satina in all desirable Colors. \ Crapv Gloves, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, (sanvas, Embroidery,
H A. ife

AND

OOODS.

YAff

DEM BEBGE,
MIC K

SIX-K

i -

crops."

<

iillLLll

On

freely for the use of ailments in horses.

FALL AND

March, 1881,

viz: George W. Campbell,homestead entry. No.
6915 for the K* of N. W. X- 8ec. II , T. 5 N., R. 16
W, and names the following witnesses to prove his
continuousresidence upon and cultivationof said
tract, viz: Arnold De Peyter of Holland. P. O. and
Henry M. Scott, of Holland, P. O. and Lorenzo
Lawrence,of Holland, P. O. and John M. Horton,
of Holland. P. O, all cf Ottawa county, Mich.

had been feared.

overestimatesof next summer's grain

__

PRICE

|

L.

k

BTGK-iTH:

S.

STREET

Slush, blush;

-

Rubber

Number

volume

1,

us a call yesterday.

A

fioone has gone

to IHioois to pro*

J.

Kremer has declined the

call of

Verplanke,is seriouslyill with lung

fever.

Mrs. Geo. S. Baars, of Grand Rapids,
who has been here visiting relatives,has

the B<>er8

returned home.

Mr.

J.

A few days ago a younger brother of

G. Laepple arrived safe and sound
from Germany.
31

r.

Saturday last

and

A large force of man have

cut a steam-

ice, at

Grand Haven,

keep

it

a winter

The young

Inst

week. Bound

and

will

give a social at the residence of Mr. H. C.

Last week Mr. John Lismnu, our whole-

All the Indians

are

now

is

Newcastle, Natal,

Feb. 7.— The Boers

satisfactorybrevity.

sue for peace.
IN collet’s rear.

it

A thousand Boers
left flank of Sir.

too.

Oggcl and

E. C.

wife, of

are in the rear of the

G. P. Colley’s loage.

It

believed that they must have passed

is

Kankakee, through Orange Free State. Reinforce-

are in town visiting relatives and

friends. He has resigned his charge of

-

First Presbyterian church of

Kankakee

Haven. While it and will shortly go to a new field.
- —
and piled up high it was
The
Holland'
Soldfers’Union will meet
see it move off.
Smith, of

ments are on the way

to Colley.

London, Feb. 8.— A dispatch from Newcastle says

Colley’s

communication with

camp

Sir

G. P.

has been severed. New-

castle expected an

attack last night. Sev-

FIGHTING.

List of letters remaining in the postHolland, Mich., Feb. 10, 1881:

office at

Dangremond's Book Store.

C. A. B. Lee

&

Co.. Geo. Bannister, Miss

Elisabeth Ausben, Richard Smith, Miss

who started on a trip Martha Koster.
to the Netherlands on Monday of last
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
week, was delayed so much by the prevailing snow storm that he reached New
We call the especial attention of those
D. Miedema,

late to take

Wednesday’s steamto take the

afflicted with

day, the 9th inst.

Cancer to the advertisement

Immix

in our columns of the

steamer which was to leave on Wednes- which

is

afflicted

A regimentof

cannot be too widely know

to the

foot, with four guns,

was

ment has begun, the

result of

which

congratulate Mr. Koning.

REINFORCEMENTS.

snap,

our peaches,

all or nearly all

Capetown, Feb.

8.—

Gen. Wood and

A SKIRMISH.
A mounted escort from Gen.

the lowest part of this village it

was near

3 below zero. On the highlands

near

20° below. Senator

it

Lewis

was

Colley’s

camp yesterday, for Newcastle, with mails,
returned, having exchanged shots with a
patrol nuthbering between 150 and

Lewis’s it was only 10 below. Friday
morning the sun came out bright, bat did

buds. Monday morning

rain began falling, freezing as

it fell,

Colly moved toward Newcastle yesterday
with five companies of the Sixtieth rifles

and

mounted force, to restore communi-

a

cation between

load

ith

grocers, on Sunday morning,created quite
an excitement, especiallywhen

known

that

he died

it

became

heavy loss. The fight lasted six

ours.

A

of malignant diph-

theria. The authoritiesordered him

to be

Monday morning, with

as lit-

interred on

the Boers

as

have been freely usetly
taken, and

up

all precautions are

all the

and yesterday we examined

from the high and favorably situated

farm of W. 0. Hudson.

We

ITEMS.

about one-twentieth;Early Louise onetenth ; Amsden’s
trees is

none. The

uhurt. The

bark of the

frost having been

taken out with rain in

Llst Monday,
in

after several days of

and#some

w'as for a time unable to ad-

hard vance or retreat, being assailed

sawing and chopping ice, the pro-

pellersDepere and

camp. The

in

tured a mule train, ambulances

goods. He
work

Menomineewere final-

on

still threatening.

have had a break in

the

river

up to the docks.

east wind blew us

last

up

when the south

in the

On Wednesday commander.

a little rain in the

ice

over two weeks, and is supposed to be in

“The

evening, and since that time

corespondent of T/u: (London)

Standard summarizes the situation as

lows:

fol-

“Sit G. P. Colley has suffered an-

it has thawed
want of these commodities. When last
rained so that the streets are almost seen on this shore she was near Point ati other defeat. His position is critical.” ”
THE LATEST.
impassable. We have received the same Sable, drifting along with the body of ice.
Durban, Feb. lO.-Much anxiety is manireports from almost the whole United Later— The missing steamer arrived at
fested here as to the action of the Orange
States, especially south of us. In nany
Milwaukee on Thursday,all right.
“
u Ul luc wrauKe
^^a.oftHwflFreeState Volksraad,which will convene
large cities the authorities had to lake

and

___

___

n,

_

"

lu

“

hold and clear the sidewalksand streets
Considerable excitement was caused' on the 17th inst. IndependenceDay ocof slush. (Why could not a snow-plow on Wednesdaymorning by a report that a i pur8
*D81,
party Is
and a few men clear our sidewalks, such shoemaker, nam^F Thomas Palmer, had likely to propose to give active help to the
rs.
as leading to the churches and schools, been shot
City Hotel, On inquiry

^

on

at

for instance, at the expense of the city?

few dollars would have done

A

a great deal

the state of facta appear something like
this:- Palmer,

who, by the way, some

when It was all slu^h, and the tax-payers
would not begrudge the expense.) The
upper Missouri and Mississippirivers
have caused immense floods and damtges
by the sudden and unprecedentedrise of
water, causing all the ice to come down
with the current. At New Orleans kalf
the city is under water, causing not abne
great distress, but immense damage, [in

time ago was divorced from his wife, had

the large California valleys it seems ta be

the thigh, a short distance above the knee,

still worse,

and thus

during the day been around

the hotel after

ust be considered blocked. Reinforceto bis

A^young woman, who ia employed there,

force.

his shows clearly that the British were
annoying her with bis attentions.During
thq night he managed to get into her room, whipped and are surrounded.

which she

got

hold of a revolverwhich Palmer carried
in his

hip pocket, aud shot him through

the telegraph is bur- inflicting an ugly, although not a danger-

1

Ve had a very pleasant call on

Monday

of Mr. James Donahue, lighthouse
:per at South

Haven. Mr. Donahue was

of the bravest officers of the 8th Mich.

wounded In a most terrible
dened by accountsofthe general breakup. ous wound, but which will keep him from
tanner several times, and moves around
Here it looks at this hour of writing, m if work for some time, and give him time to
bis tell tale crutches in a remarkable
it might freeze up again in a few hot)rs;
reflect on the impropriety of visiting young tandy manner, and appears in very good
but one thing is certain, the back-bonsof ladies in their bed rooms without special health. We wish many happy years yet
the winter

is

broken.

invltaiion.

Infantry, was

to the crippled hero.

0-0 0 D S
—

have just arrived at the store of

—

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

They have

kinds of

all

DRESS GOODS,

CASHMERES,

WATER PROOF,
FLANNELS.
and a novelty In 8KIRTS-(beautlfnl cashmere)
Batin Bklrts,etc., etc.

A complete variety of Germantown and other
Woolen Yarn,

&

Table Linens,

Q-HOCER/IIES
YANKEE NOTIONS,
own

Putten & Sons.

G. Van,

Otto Breyman

Jewelry, Watches,
mi Iky

and provided, the property described lu said inden- SilTCTMt, Fltitiim,
Sooii,
ture of mortgage, or so much thereof us shall be
necessaryto pay said debt. Interest,legal costs,
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
and said attorneyfee, as follows, to wit : All of
Reynolds,
Chicago,
expert
those certain tracts or parcela of land lying and
will do the repairingof
situatein the coumy of Ottawa and slate of Mich- mechanic,
igan, and further known as lots numberedone, watches, so that our work cau be war*
two, nine and ten, (1,9, band 10,) in block numranted.
bered four, iu M. D. Howard's addition to tbo city
of llollami, according to the recorded map on record In the Register’s Office for Ottawa county,

H.

of

an

who

All

Michigan.

JACOB VAN PUTTEN,
JAN PAUELS,
Howard & TAMninx,

Attorntyifor Morlqaqttt.
41-18

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
I will

also keep on hand a fall line of

SPECTACLES

r Outfit sent free to those who wish to engage
—and a—
V K in Ihc most pleasant aud profitable business
A.) known. Everything new. Capital nolrequlred. We will furnish you everything.*10
a day aud upwards is easily made without staying
I have, and intend to keep on hand a
awav from home over night. No risk whatever.
Many new workers wanted at once. Many are superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRUmaking fortunes at the business.Ladles as well as MENTS, such as Yiolius,Guitars, Bangos,
men, and young boys and girls make great pay.
No one who is willing to work fails to make more Accordeona, etc., etc.
money every dav than can be made in a week at
Come and examine our stock. No
any ordinary employment.Those who engage at trouble to show Goods.
once will find a snort road to fortune. Address,
0.
H. HALLETT & CO., Portland. Maine.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

BREYMAN.

IN

THE

NEW

Again
GROCERY
~^AND~^

in

Business.

The undersignedhas again opened a store of

DRY GOODS STORE
C:

STEKETEE

& BOS,

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Grocerioa,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also ail kinds of Farmers Produce,Proviaiona,
Etc., Etc.
Also a

and she objected. A scuffle took place
there in her room, during

Fall and Winter

Ribbons, Trimmings,

camp,

he cannot attempt to get out with his

kened

-

Hosiery, Socks,

Gen. Colley telegraphsthat the roads
ents must fight their way

1879.

21.

-ALSO,-

believed that there are a number of Orange

Free State Boers with Joubert, the Boer

Ludington,” who has been out in the

York City.

Mortquqtu.
is

To show that we are not alone in the
severest cold spell we have ever exper- they both took in a large amount of coal,
ienced. It startedin on Saturday, the 13th wood and provisions,and proceeded on opinion that the Boers actually whipped
day of November, and kept on steady and an expeditionin search of the “City of Gen. Colley, we quote the follawlng:
strong until Sunday

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June

kJ

what has been

dark and ebudy and steamed out into Lake Michigan,
gained by so costly an operation. It
trees and a very which is now clear of ice as far as can be
aqd commenced breaking the ice

last we

New

Goods.

in the conditions
ofa curtain indenture of mortgage, made, exA fall line of NECKTIEb, and all kinds of
ecuted and delivered by Bernard Lasamaun and his
wife Mari i Lassmuuu, of thetowuahlpof Holland,
Ottawa county, Michigan,to Jacob Van Putten
aud Jau Pauels, of the city of Holland, county aud
elate aforesaid,dated on the sixteenth d.y of January, A. D. 1878. and recorded In the office of the
in Silks
Register ol Deeds, of the county ot Ottawa,btate
of Michigan, on the thirty tlrsl day of January,
Satins,
etc.,
A. D. 1878, at eight o'clock in the forenoonof said
day, in liber No. 8, of mortgages on page 457, by
which default the power of sale containedin said
A full lino of PROVISIONS, also
indenture of mortgage has become operative,aud
upon which said Indentureof mortgage,there la
claimed to be due, at the date of this notice,the
sum of six hundred aud fifty -five dollars and forty
ETC.
cents, 'priuclpaiand interest, aud no suit or proceedings at law or in cnancery having been Institutedto
recover the same, or any part thereof, the said powHave our
team and deliver goods
er of sale having become operative,by reason of the
default of said Barnard Lassmaun aud his wife Maria free of charge in the city,
Lassmaun, in not paying the first two installments
and interest as provided for lu said indenture of
mortage, and the said Jacob Van Putten aud Jan
Holland, Sept. 94th, 1880.
Pauels, having elected to conaider the whole
amount of said principal aud interest of said indenture of mortgage, to be due and payableafter
the lapse of thirty days, alter said default,as provided for in said indenture of mortgage,aud more
than thirty days having elapsed prior to the date
of this notice,aud said Jacob Van Putten and Jan
Dealer InPauels, having elected to lake the sum of aix hundred aud fifty five dollars and forty cents, the consideration in said indenture of mortgage, and the
iuterest from the dale thereof,as provided for in
said iudentureof mortgage; Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of the power of sale
In said Indenture of mortgage contained, and pursuant to the provisionsthereof, said Indenture
of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the
property described therein, or so much Uiereof,as
will be necessary to pay the debt secured thereby,
together with interestat ten per cent.,legal costs
of advertisementand sale, and an attorney fee of
thirty dollars, provided for in said Indentureof

ly released from their icy berth at the pier,

seen. After a short while they returned

ENGLAND,

Holland, Mich., Nov. 17th, 1880.

weather has preserved the

At

all

sides. The Boers, though repulsed, are

3Iilitary critics (ail to see

few buds.”

AddressI. W.

Publisher ol the 8un,

strong that Colley had to send for of said cotiutv,at which said time aud place will
be sold at public auction or vendue to the higheat
bidder, pursuant to the statuteIn auch case made

Boers got in the rear of his force and cap-

Chili one-tenth;Late Crawfordsnone;
Early Crawfords a very few; Smocks

says the repulse of the

He thus had only 300 men

GRAND HAVEN

The price of the weekly 'u/i, eight pages, fiftycolumns,Is $1 a year, postage paid. For clubs
of leu sending $10 we will suud an exitacopy freu.

a questionablesuccess. Gen.
mortgage,on Tuesday the 15th day of
Colley’s object was to escort the mails
February* A. D. 1881, at one o'clock in the afterover the Ingogo river, and to meet Covoy noon of said day, at the front door of the Court
House, lu the city of Grand Haven, In saldcounty,
from Newcastle. The Boer opposition that being the place of holding the Circuit Court
is

always quiet, faithful and kind, and was three more companies of troops to reinforce his original force of five companies.
only 25 years old.

found of

Hale’s Early about one-third good; Hill’s

all sides.

later dispatch

we Boers

to this/ hour of writing

have not heard of anw new cases—

A

rumors to.fhp contrary notwithing the ice had melted off and it was
standing. Mr. Pley leaves a young wife,
thawing weather. The roads are bad.
and child three weeks of age. He was was so
The peach buds are now completely
out,

a morning journal here
becoming critical
are taking up commanding

special to

says Colley’s position is

tle display as puisilile.Disinfectants positions on

street

lot

camp and Newcastle.

sudden death of Mr. Gerrit Pley, The Boers made a general attack upon the
ritisb force, and the attack was repulsed
junior partner of M. Huizeuga & Co.,

ing the trees with Ice. Yesterday morn-

thawed

his

The

states

that in Ganges at his place, also at S. R.

not thaw out the

Grand

beaten in

No trouble to Show

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

n.

Rapids.

the

the coldest of the season. In

CASH.

I'vEFAULT having been made

reinforcements have arrived.

Boer

the Zeelauders in having a merchant tailor

shop which cannot be

the Allegan Dmccrat says: “Thursday

30

VI. Absolute independence of partisan organ
izaiions,but unwavering loyally to true Demo
crutic principles. The Sun believes that the Gov
eminent which the Constitution gives us is a good
one to keep. Its notion of duly Is to resist to its
utmost power the eflorts of men lu the Republican puny to set up another form of government
In place of that wulch exists. The year 1881 and
the years immediatelyfollowing will probably decide this supremely importantcouteat. The Sun
believes that the victory will be with the people as
against the Rings for monopoly, the Rings for
plunder, aud the Rings lor imperial power.

Mortgage Sale.

so many years
London,' Feb. 9.— Ao officialtelegram
Mr. Brusse, at Zeeland. His cutting and
employ of Messrs. E. Van der Veen fitting and making Is excellent, and his from the seat of war in South Africa,
and J. Duursema, when they were opera prices are reasonable. We congratulate dated at Durban to-day, says that Gen.

was

V. Equal candor in dealing with each political
party, aud equal readinessto commend what is
praiseworthyor to rebuke wbal la blamable in
Democrat or Republican.

known.

yet

in the

We

F0(R

is not

by having been retained for

night

Our 40 cent Tea is caltod A No. 1 for the price by

six

to

been oppointed Superintendentof Mr.
200, between Ingogo river and Newcastle.
Fixter’s stave factory. The appointment
From personal experience we can It is expected the raiders will cut the teleis a good one. That Mr. Koning is fully
recommend the quality of the work which graph wire.'
capable and trustworthy is plainly proven
THE BRAVE BOERS.
is being turned out of the tailor shop of

Speaking about our late cold

etc., etc.

expert

IV. Honest comment. The Sun't habit is to
speak out fearlesslyabout men and things.

Newcastle.An engage-

clear the road to

pronounced,on undoubtedau-

that dreadful malady. This boon
are told, has

ting the above mentioned factory.

Toilet,

separately at $1.90 a year, postage paid.

sent from the column of Gen. Colley

Plaster,

thority,a positive and permanent cure for

Mr. James Koning, we

which took

Soaps,

Our terms are as lollows:
For the Daily Sun, a four page sheet of twentyeight columns,the price by mail, post paid, is 55
Secretary’s office, to transact such busi- miles distant. The position is critical. cents a mouth, or |b.60 a year; or includingthe
paper, au eight-page sheet of fifty six colness us may be brought before if. Re- The townspeoplehere are preparing to re Sunday
umns. the price IsGAceuis ainumh, or $7.7dayeai,
postage paid.
member, Saturday evening, Feb. 12.
sist the attack.
The bunday edition of the Sun is also forulahed

mission 25 cts. Tickets for sale at H. M.

and remained in New York

Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and

eral parliesof Boer cavalry are between
on Lincoln’s Birthday, F^eb. 12th, at (he the camp and Newcastle,about eighteen

Grand
Rapids, will deliver a lecture in Lyceum
Hall, on Friday evening, Feb. 18lh, on
the subject “ Newspapers.” Doors open
at 7; lecture to commence nt 8 p. m. Ad-

York too

1881.

for

Everybody reads Tux 8un. In the edition! of Teas,
newspaperthroUKhouitheyoar tocoincevery-

The Basuto chiefs show a dispositionto

expected that starvationwill tame hin^

shipped three sleigh loads of the

The Rev. J. Morgan

er,

STO

Boers are incitingthe natives to rise, but body will find:
I. All the world’s news, ao presented that the
loyalists
reader will get the greatest amount of Information
have been forced to join the Boers. Some wim the leaat unprofitable expenditureof time
and eye-night The Sun long ago discoveredthe
natives have been murdered.
golden mean between redundantfullness aud un-

peaceably ou\

reservations,except Sitting Bull and his

beef and pork to Grand

Mr.

The

THE BASUTOS.

III.,

quite a sight to

the treach-

We respectfully Invite the attention of our clti
to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door east of E. Van der Veen's hardware store,
and the prices for which weoffor them.
xens

ALL CHEAP

Rev.

15th./ All arc cordially invited.

was frozen stiff

take old machines In exchange.

this

Matrau, on Tuesday evening, February

sale butcher,

loss of the British

consequenceof

also

loss of

ery of the Boers, who after hoisting a

fixed

small band of about 300 hundred; and

Grace Church

They

Boot & Kramer.

judges. Fine Candles. Tobaccos and
Cigars. Toys, Notions, Flower Pota, Hanging
II. Much of that sort of news which depends Baskets lu great variety.
are throwing up entrenchments at Luings- leas upon Ita recognised importance than upon ita
up, fit for a residence.
interestto mankind. From morning to morning
nek.
the Aun prints u continuedatory or the Uvea oi
real men aud women, aud of their deeds, plana,
BOER ATTACKS REPULSED.
Arrangementsare being made to seloves, bates, and troubles. This atory is more
Durban,
Feb.
8.—
The
Boers
attacked
varied and more interesting than any romance
cure one of the “Stuart Rogers” enterthat was ever devised.
tainments for Lyceum Hall about February Lydcnburg aud Ruslenburg,but were reIII. Good writing lu every column, and fresh
pulsed.
Give ns a trial and you will he pleased with
ness, originality,accuracy, and decorum in the
25th.
goods and Prices.
treatment of every subject.

harbor!

ladies of

heavy. The

New Stock! New Store!

brought without success. Numbers of

Mr. G. A. Koning is having his house

ship channel through five hundred feet of

to

Alberti has arrived home from

on

to New York and occupied his pul- (formerly Roovaarl's)moved
Sunday.*

meyer> Brouwer & Co.

white flag, fired on the British.

thirteen horses.

Rev. D. Van Pelt has returned from a

is

6th. The

HEW HUM!

CHEAP FURNITURE STORE

Pretoria,Jan. 10, says: Troops captured

is also heavy, in

SINGER,

official report from

the Boer laager on the

i/vimAmv, .ivvvi,

OF

Africa, through British sources: 9

this office.

j:,

,

Or any other SEWING MACHINE wanted can be
got at the beat terms and prices in the

how onesided the news is from South

will have to look share.

Walling, of Berlin, was in town

call.

pit on

m

the

The following dispatch clearlyindicates

Boers are fighting nobly, and Colley

on Wednesday and made us a pleasant Chicago

trip

week.

First class top buggy for disposal.

The

A. Verplanke, father of ex-sheriff

Du.

News from

Latest

London, Feb. 7.— An

the First ReformjedChurch.

Mr.

this

Enquire at

V^re some fresh horses.
Rev.

--

boots are a priemiuin now.

Mr. Jy. Woltman.of Grand Haven, was

Mr. A. Flielstnt.of Grand Haven, made in town

(^Ald

—

—

Boers.

you please.

10, If

all slush.

it is

my

large and asaorted stock of

DRY GOODS
Which we intend to keep as complete as
hie

poaa!

general merchandise,on the corner of

Eighth and River Streets,
where he hopes to see ail his old customer*,esd
a* many new ones aa may deem It to their advantage to deal with him.
The stock of goods offered foraaieconaiataof

DRY

GOODS, GROCERIES,
Provisions Etc.,
>A

-

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN

EXCHANGE.

, Taken

in

Etc,, Etc,,

Exchange.

Call and See for Yourself.
Js

Duursema*

Holland, April 17,1880.

C—

c aPb
Will be paid
Fopndry.

for

C STEKETEE A BOB.
Holland, Sept. 80th, 1680.

'

Comity Proiut, Sutler ul Eggt,

embracing all the latestand best made fabrics*
----

.

IB*.

iHf

old Iron at the Holland City

Wn. H. DEM ING.

Holland,Dec. 8,

1880,
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FASHIONS.

“

rilk and

wool,

follow school-keepin’ all the

year around, Mr. Watkins?”
“ No, marm, I do a little tin peddling

Pnrpl*, onmgr, b!u« and M(*i
Red aad yellow,all the rage,

Ootwn, Mktln,

Do you

summer time. The women folks
down below as well as up hero have to

in the

.

Dreaaea aotst and drawAi full.
Gathered, pleated, shirred and plain,
Short and long and demi-train,
Apron fronts and jaunty coats,
Capes, flehna and rclingoteaB roadway belles on dress parade,
Rainbow-tinted cavalcade!

have their turn at tsaching then.”
“Tin peddlin’ is a dreatfulpawn’
business, I’ve hoard tell ?”
“ Well, it is tolerable. Taint quite
so genteel as school keeping, but I’m
for getting on in the world. I’ve most
paid for a snug little farm already, and
I and my mother manage pretty com-

Gray-haired matrona, blondea,brunette*,
Pretty acjiool-Rlrls,poy ooqueltes,
Ryes of blue, of black,of brown,
From the country, from the town,
Hair In coils, in curls, in braids,
Merry children,nursery maids,
Tall and alcuder, fat and short,
Characters of every tort,
Congregate from near and far
To rovol In the world's bazar.
.

fortably.”

This ain’t so bad.” thought t)m widow. “ He’s forehanded enough for so
young a man, and he*s orfiil took with
Phebe. I never sec anything like the
way he lopked at her I did lot on her
marryin’u pteacher,but folks so high
up in the world hain’t so dreadful common, especially single ones. But, there,
it’s no use ; she’s so bashful she won’t
speak to nobody, won’t let nobody git
acquainted witli her, all I ken say or
dew.”
“ Phebe,” she called, stepping to the
door, “I wish you’d hurry in ’u pour the
new schoolmaster’stea for him whilst I
go daown sullar ’n work over my butter.
Ets got tew be done afore dark, yeou
“

Plaids and stripes and polka dots,
Suits for coaches,suits for yachts;
All the world is but a stage
For archery or pilgrimage.
Ancient dames afe* t, perhaps,
Kerchief suits and polo cap. ;
Bweot sixteenassumes with taste
Grandma'sQuaker skirt and waist;
Streets present (to use a trope)
Fashion’s gay kalcldoeoope.
Search your attics, trunks and chents;
Bon the figured velvet vests,
Dotted mull in dainty tints,
Turkey red and flowered chintz ;
Bend the Leghornflats in shape,
Drape the shawls of Canton crapa.
B ess the* fates that now restore
Fashions a la Pompadour ;
Celebratethe grand evenL
Join the toilettournament.
,

contact with a great deal of briny moist*
ure as he touched his bps to her cheek.
“It’s all right now. I ain’t going to the
insane asylum, I shan’t commit suicide
after all ; and as for you, Phebe, I know

school-house,each one waiting on the
door-steps, when the exerciseswere
over, to whisper, “May I see you
homo?” m rosy maidens^ ears, Phebe
clung to the skirts of some sober married female for protection,and insisted
on going home in her shadow. In
school -hours there was no opportunity
for love-making.Phebe was a model
scholar. She never missed in her lessons — she neither whispered nor laughed.
All the other girls were continually asking questions of the m'aster. They
hung round him at recess ; they lavished upon him all sorts of coquettish
attentions ; but Phebe was never troubled over her arithmetic, and never approached him from olo day’s end to another. So the days went on, and the
term was nearly ended. He had spoken

mm,

can make you happy. When I first
came to the Forks, I thought there was
nothing in the world but property ’n
learning, but now I flee my mistake.”
And he shouted again, until the whole
I

neighborhood resounded with his jovial
voice.

Human

India. ^

Trees in

There arc various tribes of savages
who successfullyimitate stumps and

stones by remaining immovable
crouching positionsso os

in

to bafilo their

pursuers.

This mimicry

is carried

to a wonder-

to Phebe’s mother, and she had exful degree of perfection in India. That
pressed her pleasure at receiving him as
strange country, as Dr. Latham says,
a son-in-law, but declared that she “of a teeming, ingeniousand industri“couldn’t dew nothin’ with t'he gal;,
ous but rarely independentpopulation,
she was headstrong,as well as bashful,
It is a country of an ancient literature
and, if she were to speak to her, it
and ancient architecture,” and he might
would only make the unhappy matter
have added, of a modern degradation.
worse. ”
A country where such a society as tho
l

j

j

CtmuilEDt

i

iron

It was a clear, bright, winter morning.

murderous thugs is possible ; a country
clouds slept fur aloft alxive the
, where robbers are educated from childhighest boughs of the forest through
hood for the profession in which they
I
which the schoolmaster passed on hi*
Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago,
take great pride, openly boasting of
kueow.”
wav to school. An opening in the trees
Phebe appeared with a look of dire revealed the snow-covered peak of a dis- their skill. One of our most skillful Backache, Soreneu of the Chert,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell*
distress on her lovely countenance tant mountain which shone like a beau- and adroit bank robbers would be coningt and Sprains, Burnt and
and did as she was bidden, but she did tiful star in the fair bosom of day. The sidered by these India experts but a
not once lilt her eyes during the whole wind wafted the spicy odor of the pines. bungling amateur.
Scalds, General Bodily
The scientific manner in which these
A brook, singing under its prison wall
It was a warm twilight in early Octo- time she remained in the room.
Paint,
robbers prepare for their raids shows a
“ This bread is first-rate, full as good of ice, seemed like a voice from fairy)er when the now schoolmaster arrived
thorough
knowledge
of
the
dangers
of ; Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
it the Forks. He came on foot, with as my mother makes, if not better. I land promising spring. The stillness their calling and the best guards against
Feet and Bart, and all other
shouldn’t wonder if you made it your- surrounded one like a dream. The
iis traveling-bag slung over his back by
the same, choosing darkness for their
Pains and Aches.
neana of a cane— a sturdy young man, self, now,” said he, attempting to speak schoolmaster hung his head in deep forays. When their dusky bodies are
V* Preparation on aarth tquala Sr. Jiooia On
with
his
usual
jaunty,
self-important
air.
thought.
He
must
speak
to
Phebe.
All
vitk red hair, shapely features and an
least observable they remove their aa a •a/e, eure, tltnplr and cheap External
ndepondent gait. He held his head as But. for some reason or other, he felt a his subtle plans to accomplish this end clothes, anoint themselves with oil, and Remedy. A trial antafla but the oomparatWelj
strange embarrassment, and was sur- had frdled heretofore, and the time when
trifling outlay of 60 Onto, and eTery on* •uffaring
f he were determined to thmst it
with a single weapon, a keen-edged with palu can haT« cheap and poaitire proof of Hi
prised at himself. “ What is there alwut he should leave the place was nearing.
ihrough every obstacle which came in
elalma.
fljis pesky girl that makes such a fool of
He had been trying to find some excuse knife suspended from their neck, creep
Direction!In Eleven Language*.
iis way, and looked neither to the right
and
steal
like
’
shadows
noiselessly
me?” he thought, angrily.
to keep her after school for a long time,
10 LD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
aor to the left, though a glance over his
The distress on Phebe’s face deepened in spite of its being held a great dis- through the darkness. If detected,
IS MEDIOIHB.
ihoulder would have revealed to him,
to actual despair she gasped a hardly- grace by the older girls to endure this their greasy and slippery bodies assist
A.
<te CO..
through the fringes of the gigantic pine
audible “yes.” She wished with all her punisumeni,
me hoys
uu>» and tho
mv l them in eluding capture, v hUe their
punishment, roougu
though the
Baltimore, Md., V. i. JL
trees, a sunset picture such as is seldom
heart that the bread was as heavy as it smaller girls were often kept until near- , razor-bladedkmfo_ dexterously severs
seen in this cold New England region.
it had been yesterday, then, perhaps, he
ly dark in the afternoon. But when was I the wnst of any uetaimng hand But
There was more than the usual nummight have kept silence. “You’re a
ber of sitters in the store that night,
going to be one of my scholars, i hope,"
‘“‘•S !
irawn thither by the fact that the new he prooeedc
proceeded,with a glance of open adoften happens
*
schoolmaster was expected, and, when miration, though given with a rather “nly tSngr^r^rt to “to Lep Itr
after school on the pretense of having 1 robbers are pursued by mounted Enthat gentleman reached the dingy little
shamc-faeed air. He did it to assure
building, they were all on the stops to
himself that he dared to do it, feeling
gle, find themselves about to be overgreet liim./
unhappily like tho old woman who
taken upon one of those open plains
“ New schoolmaster,I catilate ; step’n did not know whether she was herself or know, alfiredmean, but there’s no other
which have been cleared by fire, the only
way.
be sosherablo awhile, hey ?” said the no.
shelter in sight being the blackened
Fortune
turned
her
face
toward
him
store-keeper, who was also the schoolPhebe stammered something, which
trunks or leafless branches of small
agent and mill-owper — the one great sounded like “ I don’t know, ” and that day, however. For some reason or
trees that perished in the flames. For
man of the place.
moved aa far away from the table us pos- other, Phebe was in an absent-minded men so skilled in posturingthis is shelter
mood
and
blundered
unaccountably
in
“ Would like to, but the fact is I’ve sible.
her grammar lesson. Having once enough. Quickly divestingthemselves
been a-travelin’ all day, pretty mush,
“ Bashful as a partridge,” he thought.
of their scanty clothing, they
scatter it
and am gettin’ to be rather sharp-set. “ Well, so much the better; I don’t like failed, she went from bad to worse, ...... .....
Dir
and got into such a maze of bewilder- with their plunder
m
small piles over
Besides that, I’m afraid my boarding- forward women. She ain’t used te seement that all the other girls laughed at tho plain, covering them with their
mistress ’ll get tired o’ waitin’ for me, ing anybody but lumbermen,and riverround shields so that they have the apand dear away her supper-table.”
drivers, and that kind of clodhoppers,I1
“You
win
stays
while
after' school ; pearonce oflumps of earth and attract
“Al, yis; waal, praps ye’d better s’pose, and is kinder flustrated at seem’
keep along. The widder hain’t over- me. But what do I care about her, any- to-night, Miss Phebe, and well see uo attonhon. Tim accomplished,they
pashunt. Thet’s her liaouse over there how; I’ve got such a start in the world about this lesson,” said he, more sternly , snatch up a few sticks, throw their b«l}
— the secont on the right, Hope I see that I ought to marry a rich woman. than he had intended to speak, with a into a contorted position, and stand or
Rich widows are plenty every now and ringof triumph in his
you well, mister.”
The second iiouse on the right was then. I don’t imagine her .mother has
A murmur of disappointmentran
^ aafe ^ey quickly pick up their
cosy and inviting. It was unpainted, got much of any property.”
round the room, but one glance at
^ and proceed upon their way.
but the curtains at the windows were
As soon as he had finished his meal, determined face of the master was sufll- 1
Woods gives an interdaintily white and clean. Great trees Phebe hastily removed the dishes from
No Time Should He I.ONt,
ment to hush it. Phebe accepted the e8tjng ac00unt of these marvelous mimstood and gave it a pleasant, sheltered the table and escaped into the kitchen, punishmont with comparative coolness. ics>
If tho stomach,llrer and bowels are affected, to adopt
tho following
look, though the leaves had nearly all and ho sow nothing more of her until
the sure remedy,Hostetler's Stomach DtUer*. Disease*
She colored deeply, of course, but
“Before the English had become used of the organs named beget others far more serious, and
fallen. A row of milk-pans hanging on the next morning. She appeared then
neither hid her face in her hands, nor
maneuvers, a very ludicrous in- a delay Is thereforehazardous. Dyspepeia,livercomthe fence reflected the sunset clouds in in celestialblue, which harmonized wonwept, nor betrayed angry defiance.
Anmificer, with a par- plaint. chills end fever, early rheumatictwinges, kidney
their glowing surfaces,and suggested derfully with the rich sunburn on her
But the master was in a fever of
horse, was chasing a small l>ody of weakness, bring seriousbodily troubleif trifled with.
the perfection of hpimehold neatness. A blonde cheeks, and one of the other
easiness during the remainder of theses- jj^i robbers,and was fast overtaking Lose no time In using this effective,safe and long-known
motley brood of fowls are eating their boarders, a handsome, stalwart young sion. He half expected rebellion. He
ttr For sale by all Druggistsand Dealenigenerally.
supper with a great deal of cluck and lumberman, who sat lieside her at the feared that she would attempt to leave them. Suddenly the robbers ran behind
clatter from the hands of a rosy, ener- table, regarded her with devotion and tho school-roomwith the others in spite A rock or some such obstacle, which hid
getic-lookingmatron who stood in the talked to her in a low tone — so low that of his command, and sternly resolved to them for a moment, and when the solThe Ipureet aud Beat Medicine e»er Made.
doorway. A young girl with a com- no one else was able to hear what he was lie on his guard against such a proceed- diers came up the men had mysteriously
Aoolmblnationttt Hope, BuchU, Mandisappeared.
After
an
unavailing
search,
plexion like a picture of Greuze was saying.
ing on her part.
the officer ordered his men to dismount
Phebe
seemed
filled
with
confusion,
driving a speckled cow up the lane
His fears were groundless, however ; | |)eajdea 0]ump of scorched and withered
which led to the barn. The cow’s horns and, beyond a blushing yes or no, made when the boll rang for dismissal Phebe J treeg . and
(lav being very hot, he
no
reply,
but
the
schoolmaster
became
were fancifully decorated with a gareartlL
remained quietly in her seat, her demure « took hi8 helmet and hung it on a
Ho dl»r*ae eVwpoeriblr
“P
land of the “ traveler’sjoy," still beauti- instantly fired with jealousy, and comeyes fixed upon her book. I here had branch by which he was standing. The; Bittern are ne\e<L*> Taried and peiieet are Un ir
ful, though its leaves were slightly dis- menced to draw all attention to liimself
been a great deal of laughing and wins- ( 1)ran(.h in que8ti0nturned out to bo the
colored by frost, and its white blossoms by bis boastful and pompous talk. He pering, a great many failuresin cssons
of Bheei who burst into a scream
rtJiaTSVt* “ WS"1511* ‘S*1
Ulrachanged to airy, silver down. The talked both of commerce and learning
To.ii »h«.
that day, but it was a remarkable
jftUKbter, and flung the astonished
girl’s rustic broad-brimmedhat was also until the two young lumbermen looked
that no one but Phebe was subjected to officornto tll0 ground. The clump of
decorated with leaves, berries and dried properly subdued and became silent.
without |nt°xso dire a punishment therefor. \ entur- gcor(.hed trces suddenly became metablossoms. The picture was worth see«
“ Speakin’ of books,” said tho land- ing to look up, she found herself alone m0_)bo80(iiuto men, and tho whole
No matter what jour foVilntre or jirretome
ing, but the schoolmaster evidently had
are what tto diewwe or all\nent U oae Hop Bitlady, “ I Ixmght one of a peddler last with the master, and burst into a
di8perged ^ different directions
not an artist's aye.
tern. Don't wait until you aw* "f1* oat If ydu
summer. It has got an orfnl pooty cov- of terrified
, before the Englishmen could recover
only feci bed or miserable R11*5
on* at onceAfc the first glunco he said to himself,
er, but there’s poetry inside ; p’ra’ps
“ Phebe,” ho said, in a tender tone {rom tbeir surprise, carrying with them
It may luta yourllfe.lt h»sB,aVedbwulrod*.
“Pity that girl doesn’t know how to
veil’d like to read that I can’t say as approaching her desk, “ don t be mad , the oflicer*8 ]ielmet by way of trophv.”—
spend her time. in a more profitable way
how I enjoy sech readin’ myself, but with me for keeping you hero ; twasn t D c jicard. in Sclent ic American.
•uffe^bufMO and urge tUem% 10 u*° Hop B
than to trim up a cow in all that nonon account of that miserablelesson, but
Phebe she’s all kerried away with it.”
Bcmemtyr, Hop Bitten
drugged
,
.
drunken nxtnim, but
°
because
you
wouldn’t
give
mo
any
Mcdletoewcr made
FHUBID
The girl colored to the deepest crimWanted a Change.
chance to speak to you ; you wouldu t
and HOrf* and no pereon Or family
son when she discovered the stranger’s
should
be
irithout
them.
A New York linn dealing in pictures,
let me tell you how much I set by you.
eye upon her, and she disappearedinto
D I.G.ta an absolute and fmahttbla oorel
mottoes, etc., was visited by a small
nqim cement, and for the first time Phebe I want you to he my wife.”
forDrunkameee,uy of oulum,tobaoopand]
the barn with her cow as quickly as posPhebe’s weeping progressed with re- dealer from a village over in Jersey, and
lifted her eyes and looked the consesible.
man was greatly struck
with the
| the
v.iv,
........
The woman in the doorway disposed quentialgentleman full in the face. It newed
“ Tell me, Phebe, are you so mad that motto: “God Bless Our Home.”
was a shy, brief glance, but filled with
of her dish of corn, felt of her oack
you will never forgive me ? Won’t
“Now. that's something original and
hair and made haste to decorate her half-awed, half-admiringinterest. The
schoolmaster
started
when
he met their lift your head and give mo just one | unique*” he said, as he held one at arm’s
70,000 SOLD YEARLY.
-plain matronly features with § bright,
K)JL
. I icugm.
length. “Down
aw., u in
a.. «...
our town we
gaze ns if he had received a blow, and
TRe
growing popularity and nnefalneaa of
hospitablesmile.
this . just
iust hanker after originaldesigns,
designs, and CABINKTor PAKLOK ORGANH la shown
There seemed to bo no hope that this
“The new schoolmaster, I s’poso,” from that moment he was a changed ;quest
unique literature,and I believe I can sell by the fori that Hewenty Thousand are aold
man, so bound by the chains of love request would be granted.
said she, holding out her hand.
“Tell me. Phebe, is it becauno I’ve a hundred of these. Yo
You may make my yearly In the United Htatro. The beet are the
that
his mind took no more ambitions
“ I— I don't know,” renlied he. gaa*
flights ; so anxious with its doubts and got red hair that you won't have ml?
1 order an even hundred.”
big after the retreatingfigure of the
fears that he lost his flippant manners, know it’s pretty red, but then I’ve seen Ho went away well pleased, and his
young girl in • dazed sort of way.
and became subdued and silent ; so a city preacher with redder,” in a tone goods were duly shipped, and nothing
“ What ! ” came in a tone of extreme
bumbled by its insight tiiat he no lon- which implied that ho expected doubt , more was heard from him until the other
astonishgient from the woman, who reday. Then he entered the store to make
ger held his head above his fellows ; so at such an astonishingstatement.
garded him with sudden suspicion.
softened and changed by its influence
Phebe shook her prostrate head em- some new purchases,and he was asked
which hare teen awardedHIQHKBTDlsmtOTlom ron
“0, excuse me, the fact is, I am the
that his mercenary projects all went to phatically. Her own hair approached to look at a new style of mottoes just DKMONRTBATED BUPEBIORITTat ETEBT OWE of til*
new schoolmaster. I wasn’t thinking,
out.
GREAT WORLD’S luduatrial Exhibition*for thirteen
this despised tint.
or rather, I was thinking about some- naught.
“I hain’t no more interestin mottoes, ” ye ire, wUAonl on* tin, I* *xc*ption.
“Then what is it you have against
thiug olse.”
At the end of the week it was voted me? Am I too poor ? I haven’t any- he sighed, as he glanced at “What is
STYLES
are ready till eeaeon with Important improreraeota.
She smiled, and catching the merry by the other boarders that the school- tiling hut my farm and its stock, and home without a mother? ’
FOR LARGR CHURCHES, splendid organs, with great
twinkle in her eye he laughed aloud, but master was a “good feller, awfully dif“You remember I bought a hundred power and uriety.it $670. $480, $W> aod Ires pricoa;
they ain’t quite paid for, I know, but I
dt was a vexed, embarrassed laugh, ut- frant from what he seemed at first.”
FOR SMALLER CHURCHES, 8CHOOIB, *0, $84 to
mean to have more before long— that is, of you last fall?”
.$900 and trwards. SUPERB DRAWING-ROOM
At the end of the month he waa called if you’ll have me ; if you won’t, I don't ! “Yes: and how did they sell?"
terly destitute of mirth.
STYLES at WOO to $610, and upward* ; A GREAT VA. “‘She’ll find me a different sort of a
“kinder frumpy,” at the eud of two care what becomes Df
“Well, everybody seemed to hanker RIETY of SMALLER ORGANS of equal excellence,
•chap from what she imagines,I rather months it was surmised that he was in
Phebe again shook her head very de- j after ’em, and they went off Kke hot- thong hi e« capacity, or in plain oases, at $91 to $900 and
upwards.Aao furniahedFOB MONTHLY or QUaBTEBLY
.guess. It’s the first time I ever forgqjt love. Never was lover so tormented.
' cakes. I sold the whole lot out in two
FATMtirra, 86 and upward!
•myself because a girl had a pretty face, The shyness of his lady-love was remark“ Then I ain’t genteel enough, or ! weeks, and in less than a month there
n~* organ are rerfam/ymrieaJid <• eaetOewee.vAfte
and I mSan it shall be the last,” he said able; she was never visible except at p’raps yon like that curly-headed chap i were three slander snits, two applications (A* price* are wot much Uffktr than lAoe# qf rerg <n/#r*>r
meal times and in the school- room. He that works in the woods better,” in a for divorce, and a dozen assault and bat- fnefrvwtente.
to himself.
Before pur. haring any organ send for lofertrthutratM
“ Walk in, Mr. Watkins; I kept sup- spent all his leisure time in planning
faint tone, ghastly with foreboding. ! tcry cases in the courts.”
Malofu* ($ pp. to), containingfull dewertptione and
how
he
could
meet
her,
but
his
plans
ncr waitin’ fur you. I recon ye’re pretty
Another still more decided negative,
“But you don’t lay it to the mottoes, prtoea, inclnilngnew style*,and much useful information for the purchaserof any organ, wMoh will be sent
hungry travelin*so fur, or did you ride always failed. If he found her alone in
“ Well, then, what’s to hinder you ! do you?’1
/re. and postpaid.MASON * HAMLIN ORGAN OO,
the kitchen at work, she would drop
unstead of travel ? ”
from having me, I shonia like to know
“Well, I dnnno. I’ve lived in Jersf 164 Tremont Street, BOSTON; 46 Bret 14th Street,
“You’re right, marm, I am hungry. whatever she had in her hands and slip Phebe, I’d rather have yon be my
my
wife | 27 yeans and been in this business over NEW YORE ; 148 Wabaeh Arenne, CHICAGO.
All the dinner I had was a dish of bread away in a flash. If he attempteJ to
20, and I think a dollar chromo, showin
walk to school with her she would man- than to own all the hi* farms, all tee
and milk at Grindall'b.'’
big
lumber
in Roostick county ? Will a pretty fair hill, a glorious sunset, an
age to elude him with truly wonderful
a decent sort of pond with a duck in it,
adroitness. Once he hid behind a tree yon marry me
A
renewed
flood of tears was heard hits our case a little better than anything I will give you the beat...
to waylay her on her way to school, hut
from the depths of the well-soaked gram- else. I’ve got to get something for a for the least noney of anv llrm
she seemed to guess his intentionsby
In America
rr refn
refund.
ricarr
nd. Western
western
mar at this point, but there was a differ- 1 change,
cuange, and
ana if
u you
you haven't anything Seeds are heu. Wnetnkeihe
intuition and walked a half-mile out of
lend. Osrdenwi r\y they never v
ent kind of motion to the head, a^slow, good in refine scenery I guess 111 try
fall. I used QfldKM tnper to print S — her way to reach her destinationby angot a mite
upward movement of the
| om on Washington crossing the Dels- pretty CAttlopiraillustmtcdwith 62000 «
other
road.
Spelling-school
evenings,
“0, yes, I can wait a few minutes
worth of engraving*. 1 bents the world,
“ Hurrah I” shouted the master, lift- , ware and a few Daniels in the Lion’s worth many doUara. FREE. Priw* below
when there is such a lively prospect of when all the young fellows in the region
all. ILILKHUMWAY, Rockford, IB.
ing the girl to her feet, and coming in Den."— TFa/f Street Daily Nexoi.
round about congregated in tho
having something to eat before me.
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Sayings of George Eliot

Nothing is so good as it Seems beforehand.— A'Jas Mamer.
Trouble’seasy borne when everybody
gives it a lift for you.— .Feto Holt.
Aft for age, what that’s worth depends
on the quality of the liquor.— .4 dam

Bede.
Genius at

Horac« Greeley’s Memory.

Japanese Art.

No mat can be wise on an empty
stomach- — Adam Bede.

....

first is little more than a

great capacity for receiving discipline.

—Danimkronda.
Blows are sarcasms turned stupid;
wit is a form of force that loaves the
limbs at rest. — Felix Holt
There is no sorrow greater than to
love What is great, and try to reach it,
and yet to IsdL—Afiddlemarch.
There's a sort of human paste that,
when it comes near the fire of enthusiasm, is only baked into harder shape.—
Daniel Deronda.
No story is the same to us after the
lapse of time ; or, rather, we who read
it are no longer the same interpreters.—
Adam Bede.
Every man’s work, pursued steadily,
tends to become an end in itself ; and so
to bridge over the loveless chasms of his
life. — Bilaa Mamer.
It’s easy fiuding reasons why other
people should bo patient. — Adam Bede.
Ignorance is not so damnable as humbug, but when it prescribespills it may
to do more harm. — Felix Holt.
It seems as ^f them as aren’t wanted
here are the only folks as aren’t wanted
i’ the other world.—
dam Bede.
It’s allays the way wi’ them meekfaced people ; you may as well pelt a
bag of feathers os talk to them. — Adam
Bede.

The excellence of Japanese art, says a
foreign, writer, is certainly not horn of
any deliberate or direct study of nature.
Even the flower and bird compositionsof
the Japanese,exquisite as they are, are
almost always, botauically and ornithologically,incorrect in drawing. Of dogs
aud horses, deer and oxen, and quadrupeds generally,tho portraiture is childishly and ludicrouslywrong, while of
the human form and of the human countenance no attempt to limn the contours
aud lines of beauty and force, with cither
truth or grace, seems ever to have
mado by the Japanese artist. Yet the
special port aud gesture, so to speak, of
the subject, he it a flower, a hush, a mass
of wind-blown foliage, a gnarled tree or

Wn

a wing-poised bird, are rendered,

mangre

tho faulty drawing, with incomparable
vigor, with a fluent ease hardly to he
met with among ourselves; with a feeling
tiiat has got tho very core of tho matter.
Japanese sketches of social life, of tired
IHMisants, doughty warriors, dainty damsels, traders, peddlers, street folk— aye,
?ven of things divine— despite faulty and

sometimes absurd drawing, show always
a certain idiosyncratic quaintness,often
of indescribable, and, to those not familiar with Japanese modes of life and
thought, not at once apprehensible,
humor or sly undercurrentof enjoyment,
its if the artist were gently, but not unkindly, laughing in his sleeve at the
amusing aspect, which, as well as a sad
one, every phase of human life may be
said, in some greater or less degree,
to possess. The excellence of that art
— viewing it as distinct from the decorative art of Japan, winch is otherwise

supreme within

To go back a moment to Dr. Chapin.
He was tho only preacher Horace Greeley cared to hear. Mr. Greeley attended
his church with as much regularity as
could he expected from an active journalist, who can call neither the day nor
the night his own. He listened to Chapin
principally on Sunday evenings. It used
to be said that though he attended pretty
regularly he did not hear the sermons at
all— in fact, that he went to church to
sleep rather than listen. It was his
habit to shut his eves when the sermon
began, aud keep them shut till it w as
over. But it may have been a mistake
to say that ho slept. Some men hear
best, or seem to, with their eyes closed.
Perhaps they arc then able to keep their
ears open all the wider. Mr. Greeley
was once taken iu task for sleeping
through the sermon. He said that he
had not slept a wink. “I’ll hot,” said
his accuser,, “that you didn’t hear one
word that Dr. Chapin said. ” The only
answer was a clear aud concise summary
of the sermon from beginning to end A
smart reporter with his note-hook,could
not have done better. Mr. Greeley had
heard every word, though he seemed to
ho dozing in his pew. His wonderful
memory’ stood him in good stead then, as
it did on many other occasions.Ho
could depend on it for the salient points
of any address or sermon, and he often
made almost vw-hatimreports from memory alone. He and Chapin were the best
of friends, and no man was more pained
by tho great editor’s melancholy death
than the pastor of tho Church of tho Divine Paternity.— Few York Cor. Detroit
Fixe Press.

its limits of flat or-

iMD FAMIEDI.

TRY

ASK YOUR DRUGBIST FOR

4

Bectuae thtir upper aUlo look* fair to him—
Constancy m mistake la conatantfolly.

—Felix HoU.

Wise Words

of a Willing

Witness.

Don’t take any of too quack rostrums,as they
are regimental to the human cistern ; but put
your trust in Hop Bitters, which will cure general dilapidation,costive habits and all comic
diseases. They saved Isaac from a severe extract of tripod fovor. They aro tho ne pirn
unum of medicines.—Boston Globe.

[Prana the Walla Walla Watchman.]

trWE ARK NOW MAKING TH1

GREATEST OFFER
en«r»Tln*represents the I.un*s

[Thl*

In

a healthy

aUtaJ

WHAT THE DOCTORS SAY

siul will be rosde for only a

I

DR. FLRTCHKR, of Lextnjrton. Miaaonri #*ya: "I
recommendyour * HnUam bin prelerencoto any other
O. JOHNSON, of Mt. Vernon, III., write* of
wnndoriul cure* of Conaumplloit in hi* place
bytheusoof"Allen’a l.unir llaUniu.”

DR. A.

ome

DR. J. I». TURNER, BlonntavlU*,
Ala., a proctldn*
physicianof twenty-fir# ye«n>, write*: •'It is the beat
preparationfor Consumption in the world.”
For nil llUrnaea nf the Throat. Lunge and
Pulmonary Organs, It will he loiiud a most
excellrnt Krmedy.
AS AN EXPECTORANTIT NAS NO EQUAL.
IT CONTAINS NO OPIUM IN ANY FORM.

HARRIS

J. N.

Sc

CO., Proprietors,

CINCINNATI 0.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRU66I8T8.

subject We refer to the above as showing ico and Northern Old Mexico is infested
how strong a hold the Old German Remedy by bands of thieves, robbers and murfor Rheumatism has on the experience and derers, many of whom are wanted in the
East to answer for crimes committed.
good wishes of the great public.
They think no more of killing a man
than of shootina game. They rob the
How The banana is Developed.
miners of their horses, mules and other
The Cuba correspondentof the Boston
property. They rob anybody they lay
Commercial Bulletin writes : The mantheir hands on. H a man resists they
ner in which the fruit is developed is
kill him. The property and life of no
quite interesting.From the midst of
one aro safe from them. When a Deputhe leaves and at the top upi>ears a large,
ty Marshal, armed with authority and
smooth, purple cone, hanging down
backed by his posse, gets after them
gracefully at the end of a stock. The
they go over into Old Mexico, and laugh
flowers are all wrapped up in this cone,
at their pursuers. The latter cannot
which consists of a large number of
stay there watching them and neglectclosely-packedspathes. By-aud-by the
ing their own business. As soon as
uppermost of these sheathes disengages
they retire the outlaws come hack into
itself from the rest, curls up, and disNew Mexico, and go to robbing and
closes a row, of three or four long bloskilling again.”
soms, with the young fruit of each beginning to form.
Male Nurses for Men.
While this row of fruit is tender, the
The London Lancet calls attention to
spathe remains hanging over it like a
tho expediency of employing male atroot; but when the fruit has acquired
tendantsfor male patients. It is a missome size and strength, the protecting take to suppose that women are necesshield drops off, and the next in order
sarily the only good nurses. In the
rises up, with a similar row of young
opimon of some persons, who claim to
fruit, over which it stands iu the same
be judges of the question, they ore
watchful attitude, till it also drops off to
neither so quiet, so self-possessed, so
be succeeded by another.
precise, nor so strong as men. It is also
When one circle of fruit is completed, alleged that no man who has been nursed
another is commenced below, aud in due
by a gentle-handed male servant would
time another; while the common stem
desire, in any subsequent illness, to he
around which the fruit is disposed, attended by a female. It is said that
grows constantly longer, and the cone of
whatever element of toe female characspathes diminishes in size, till it is all ter or influence is desired in the sickunfolded,aud a monstrous bunch of bachamber can- he best contributedby tho
nanas is finished, which seldom weighes presence of a mother, a wife, or a sister.
less than twenty or tliirty and sometimes
When the circumstances exclude these
as much as seventy or eighty pounds.
forma of luxury it can seldom be necesOf all kinds of vegetable nutriment the
sary. If the employment of men to
banana is perhaps tho most productive,
nurse men were encouraged,a great difliand most easily raised
culty would be surmounted, and a good
After a plant has produced its hunch
social reform begun.
of fruit, the stem is either cut, or is suf[From the Danville (111.) New#.]
fered to wither and fall on the spot In
tho former case, it is good fodder for
John Stein, Esq, City Brewer, referring
cattle; in tho latter it forms good manure to its valuable qualities, said to a News representative : I have used St. Jacobs Oil iu my
for the young shoots which have been
springingfrom the root, and which are family and recommend it to my acquaintgoon ready to hear fruit in their turn. ances. It has always given the best satisfacFrom these shoots or sprouts the plant is tion, and is truly a wonderful remedy.

to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in market

Two

Organs.

Regulate first the stomach, second the liver
especially the first, so as to perform their functions perfectly, and you will remove al least
nineteen-twentieths
of all tho ills that mankind
is heir to in this or any other climate. Hop
Bittersis the only thing that will give perfectly healthy natural action to these two organs,— if cine Farmer.
;

A

Funny Fact

Sol Smith Bussell tells the following
story of liis experience as an entertainer :
At a small Ohio town, where he had
given liis performance the previous
night, he met at the depot the following
morning an elderly granger, who, while
he peacefullymunched a huge quid of
tobacco, intently eyed the humorist and
finallysaid: ^ “Say, mister hen’t you the
fellow wot gin the show up to Smoot’s
Hall lost night?” ‘‘Yes,” replied Russell,
“I did give an entertainmentat Smoot’s
Hall last night.” “Wall, I thought you
was the chap. I wanted to tell you ’bout
a l>oy of mine; vou ought to have him;
lie’s just the fqpow for your show; he’a
the aamdest fool I ever see.”

doea not always belong to an inebriate.Kidney troubles will cause bloat,but Warner'sB»fo
Kidney and Liver Cure has never failed to remove it

French Polish.
To one pint of spirits of wine add half
an ounce of gum shellac, half an ounce
of gum lac and half an ounce of gum
sandrach. Place toe wlicfe over a gentle heat, frequently agitatingit till the
gums ore dissolved. Then make a roller
of list, put a little of the mixture on it,
and cover that with a soft linen rag,
which must be slightly touched with
cold drawn linseed oil Rub them into
the wood in a circular direction, cove”
ing only a small space at a time, till to#
pores of the wood are filled up. After
this rub in the same manner spirits of
wine with a small portion of the polish
added to it, and then the effect will be
complete. H the furniture had been
previously polished, it must first he
cleaned off with glass paper.

Uncle Sax's Condition Powders in recatock-owners who hivenaed
them aa toe )>eet Hone and Cattle Medicine to
be had. If the animal is Scraggy,Spiritless, or
Bound repose is so essential to good health has no appetite, these Powders are an excelthat we feel surprised to know any one would lent re medy, and every owner of stock will do
risk loss of rest from a Cough or Cold when a
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Practicepatent law in all ita branchea in the Patent
Office and in the Conrts. tV'Special attention given te
re Issues nnd rejected cases.

Representing to* cholosit-aelected TortolsoDa. Bohanko’s Rheumatic Cure will positively cure the worst case of Rheumatism. Ask
your Druggistfor it

Dr. Sykes’ Sure Care”
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medicine for coaicha and coldt."

wifi bo convinced of its merits. Chronic
Coughs, and oven Consumptives,are cured by
following tho diroctious.Every bottle is warranted to give satisfaction.Prepared by toe
Emmert Proprietary
‘
Chicago.
Bold by
all good druggists.

The Kind of Country Piew Mexico Is.
At the close of a mass meeting, according
Gen. Lew Wallace does not give a
to the repbrt of the same published in a La
Pube Cod Liver Oil made from selected
very encouraging account of New Mexlivers, on tho seashore, by Caswell, Hazard A
Grange paper, reference was made to the
ico*
He
says
Co., New York. It is absolutelypure aud
phenomenal efllcacy of 8t Jacobs Oil in the
“ The southern portion of New Mex- sweet Patients who have once taken it prefer
many painful diseasesto which mankind is

PIQUA, O.

PISOSCURES&SKSfS^

Eilebt’bExtbact of Tab and Wild Ciif.bbt
has been used for twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable lives. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it ia too late.
Try this excellent remedy, and we are sure yon

pouch

IT.

Mires THE DR. BOSAMD MEDIDHECO,

— Romola.

hi*

AND BE CURED.

IT

3PR.XOX!, 70 Goxxtm,

JVo,

—Felix UolL
No man put* rotten apple* In

'

ALKALINE REMEDY.

diuggist in the laud sells

Mrs. Partington Says

1© Randolph-et,

GREAT

THE

AltornovN at Law and Solicitor*of
American and Foreign Patent*,

The de?il tenipU n» not— 'tie we tempt him,
Beckoning hi* ekillwith opportunity.
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RHEUMATIC CURE,

We

it.

L.Parker#Oo

DR.BOSANKO’S

quences of neglectingthis timely warning.
Now, before it is too late, use Allen’s Lung
Balsam, which will cure toe disease. Every

—

circular.W.

By the dsb or

PATENTS

and

for

RHEUMATISM
ABSOLUTELY CURED.

do not often speak of any proprietary
medicine, but, from what wo liavo read and
beard of Allen’s Lung Balsam, we aball take
toe liberty of saying to those who aro troubled
with a Cold, Cough, or any Throat cr Lung
Affection, that, from the testimony afforded, we
have Kiicli coulidtucoin this articlethat, were
we afflicted iu that way, wo would make a trial
of its virtues. Beware of the fatal conse-

like

WK*mM3

STRICTLY PUKE,

namentation— lies in toe unrivaled ease
fluency rather than accuracy of its
drawing, in the sobriety of its means and
aims, and in tho naive and admirablesincerity,and often truly Hogarthian wealth
of incident with which the peculiar and
indescribable moods of the Japanese artistic mind, arising mainly out of the
the Float.
Life is so complicateda game that the study of conventional models, themselves
devices of skill are liable to be defeated evolved originally from a loval though
at every turn by air-blown chances,in- naiTowed contemplation of Nature, are
calculable as the descent of thistledown. represented. —New York Port.

College mostly makes people

bladders, just good for nothing but t’
hold the stuff as is poured into them.
Adam Bede.
It’s an uncommon fine thing when you
can let a man know what you think of
him without paying for it.— The Mill on

mu

Address Valentine Bnos.. Janes vtllo.Wis
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Hill

Farm

For Sale.

The finest farm In Jasper Co. 111.,now offeredat a
bargain (373 acre* at 940 per acre). A magnificent
farm. Don’t fall to write for full description to
6. JOHNSON A CO. Real Estate Agents, Newton, ELI.
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iTIQUETTESBUSINESS
This la the cheapest and only complete and reOaUa
work on Etiquette and Buslneea sod Social Forms.
tells bow to perform all the variousduties of life,and
how to appearto the beat sdvsntigeon OH occasions.
Agents Wnnted.— Send for circular* containing*
full description
_ of the work and extra terms to Agent*.
Address NATH
ATIONAL PUBLISHING00, Chicago,111.
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MILK COOLER
Will raise a* much cream In eight
hoar*, with a temperatureof 95 to 60
d<^.,a« con be rolMdln twelve kom
with any other, using tank, 1c* and
water, with a temper*ture of 45 to 1$
deg. It cod* the milk from center
and below. Indorsed by prominent
dairymen.Thousand*In use and
»*ti*

These Innds form part of the great GRAIN
of the PacificHlope, and u re wit hi*

BELT

aa average distance of 990 to 900 mlleo

MUSTANG
SmivaloftkFiM
A FAMILY MKDIGIYf TEXT

HAS

JUUIOHS DOBING IS YIABSt

of

giving

AN IMMENHE AREA OF RAILROAD

AND GOVERNMENT LANDS. OP GREAT
FERTILITY, WITHIN EASY REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET. AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICEM. Is **w offered for rale I*
EASTERN OREGON **d KAHTERN WASH.
1NGTON TERRITORY.

rity.

FREE
BY EXPRESSbojr?^
Caddy
onr absolutely pore Tea, 12.00,13.00 A #4.00.
Get up clubs

EMIGRANTS.

faction.

bottle of Dr. Boll’s Cough Syrup weuld give re-

a

freshingslumber.

e

sddros*
Earth, Wla.

GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON, COM.
MAN DM A PRICE EQUAL TO TIIAT OBTAINED IN CHICAGO.
The early completion of the Northern Paeifie R. R. is note assured, and guarantees
to sealers cheap and quick transportation
and good markets both East and West. The
opening of this neie overland line to- the Pacific, together with the construction of the
netirorkof 700 miles of railroad by the O/R.
Jt N. Co. in the valleys of the great Columbia
mnd its principal tributaries, renders certain
a rapid increase in the value of the lands
note open to purchase and pre-emption.
There is every indication of an enormous
movement of populationto the Columbia
River region in the immediatefuture.
LANDM MHOW a* AVERAGE YIELD ml

40 BUMHELM OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
No Failare of Crops ewer known.
RAILROAD LANDM offered at the uniform
itecf
rate
ef 99.60 a*
aa Acre.

ini
A

BALM FOR EVERY WOUND
MAN AND BEAST I

rHE0LDE8T4BE8TLINIM
EVZBRADfe

8ALM8

AMERICA-

lABOKRTHATf gTBB.

The Mexican Mastang Liniment

CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
ZTMZr.'r'X!!:;. KSS-*'

DT

een known for more than thirtyyears as the best of all Liniments,
Man and Beast, ita sales Unlay
largtT than ever. It cure* when
others foil, and penetratessirin' t;
and muscle, to toe very bone*
everywhere. ^

Far pamphlet aad mams- descriptive of

"\“.M

Ej; Oman

0 N.U.

CHRISTMAS

larwcrs’ (Siolumn.
Fhm

Salt for

Many

plum trees,
and then attacked the cherry trees and
killed them. Every one felt the loss of
these delicious fruits, and purchased new
trees to take their places, hut iu spite of
all efforts to save

them, they met

fate. Discouraged with repeated

same

the

failures,

the inhabitants of this vicinity gave up,

Pianos & Organs

mm

mm

csmiM,

am

GOBLER’S PIANOS
—ALSO—

Three years ago I sent to another part
of the state and purchased a few trees of
differentvarieties,and set them out with

have more favorable results. For two years they grew finely.
In the spring of 1877 I saw signs of the
old disease upon the lumbs and twigs; I
somethingfor

and determined to do

it

would be

kill or

cure. I heard that plums were indigenous
upon the seashore and islands in the
ocean. I had quite a quantity of fish
brine and salt cucumber brine, and I
gathered it all, and with a small mop
washed the trunks of the

kericao
My

nl

Ops,

Estej

All our

Stores are to be found at

the boughs a good shower bath of the

My store in Holland will be found next door to
Bosnian'sClothingstore, and ha* Just been replenished with choice instruments, which I offer
to sell, just as cheap as any Music House In
America.

And

Two

unwashed. Everybody said

bought the

The

last of

May my

if I

G.

Holland. Dec. 10.

RANKINS.

1880.

44-6m

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

killed

E. J. EC^iRRinSra-TOiN':,
hollaite, evrxcH:.

a right-

if I chose.

salted

plum

trees

were one mass of bloom, and in September

I

down under them and

could sit

eat

plums I chose. They were delicious.

the

Our new portableMonarch LlghtninfrSowing

rivals all othen. 850 cash will be given
I had the Lady Washington, the large Machine
to two meu who can uw u tail and taiy in the old
white Egg plum and Apricot, and some way, a* on* boy 16 yean ofd can with thii machine.

other varieties that I could not name, as
the labels

were effaced. The

trees that

Warranted. Circnlantent Free. Agents wanted.
VOVASCB LIQHTHINQ SAW 00.,
163 RandolphSt., Chicago, IU,

or fruit;

made

41-13

growth, and the knots

little

put in an appearance. In Octobei

I

Van Landegend

J.

scraped off the black excrescences and
Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
put on some brine, hoping to save them. and steam Utter; does all kinds of sheet metal
to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
I looked at them the other day when work
put down, and old pumps repaired.Stoves ru
taking a morning walk on snow crust, and paired and put nn, etc , etc. Inquireat the Hardware store of J. R. Kleyn, ilolland,Mich. 35-tf
the wounds are healed over and there are

no new eruptions. The

trees

doctored in the spring arc

which

I

IF. II.

JOSLIN;

li. D.

BEST.

from

still free

of the blight. I enjoyed my
plums enough last fall to pay me for my
all signs

A ftrilTft WANTED th. Beit and Fuleit.
HULU
9
PictorialRooki and Biblei. Price*

JOSLIN & BEST,

WITTIER

Dr.

Mo.

Uteit

leientifle

Spermatorrhea.Sexual Debility end Impotency. M the mult of Sclf-Abitwin yohlh,irxu*! exce.iMinmature- ye*-*,nr other r*ii*^.,*ndtfhlrh pn dure
lome of the billowing eltrct«! nervouincM.trniinal emiiiion»,debility, diinmti of night, dcfictlrcmrnmy, pnnplei
on the fnce, phviirnl dteev, eu rrioii to locielyof frr.ialri,
contuiion of I’dcat, Ion of w xual power, etc., rendering
marrlaao improper or ur.: ..y. 7 arc penuciirntlT
cured. Coneultation at other,or be mail free, nod invited,
When it i* inconvenient <« viiit the city for treatment,
medicine* ran be erni by mail or 1 xpr. u ewTwhcre Curable caeca guaranteed, where doubt cxi«l«it i* frankly itatrd
Punphle; let Me . 1 W V-.p; i:r W.z.a, 1 w.»n;p

die.

It

may be

so,

2 Sunpi.' tl Taj

I

pBSk

I planted. If they die

some more; and

if

them again.
My plum trees

they

I

live,

be

salt

!

GUIDE.

PRESCSIFIiON FREE

not a

is bright

I stated the facts as
it

I shall

For the 'pcedy cure of Seminal Wealinen.Loit Manhood,
Iremature Debility,Nenoum.eee,Deeponuency,
Coufuilor.
of Ide/i.A vereiotito Society, l-'efrrtive Meinorv.and ai!
Dleordcre broughton by Secret llnhitiand Lx cs.tt. Any
drug-net ba» tlie intredifit..
'T. J
. 'E; . 70S Chcetnut 8t. St. Louie, Mo.

seen, either on

branch or twig, and the bark
red, and leave

out

are all alive, and

sign of disease is to

smooth.

put

shall

and

they occur-

to chemists to give the

reasons for the results.—

Wife in

Watches, Solid Gold

Boxes for Winter Apples.
Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war

which,

if cared for, will serve for a lifetime.

Mine

are

two

feet

and

ranted.
Wo Invito all our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Grand Rapids, and all our old and new
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We shall be happy to see them at any

time.

No. 132

MONROE

Near the Cor.

four inches long,

of

and

for

bottoms twelve inches

wide, all one-half inch light pine, only
the end boards,

which

are three quarters

of an inch thick. Nailed on each end

a two inch cleat also of half Inch

stuff,

box, which serves to hold upon

Grand

Rapids, Dec.

1,

them

ii

as effectually protected from

mospheric influence as

it

would be headed

up iu barrels. Such boxes bold a
bushel, aud weigh perhaps twice as

large

much

Will not only save money but valuable time In the
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quickening, practical education,bend for. College
29-ly

Journal.
PROVERBS.

ition, to fie fast

reached. In

that condiliou

when

put in

a

much

fruit can be stored in a given

who

“That invalid wile, mother, sister or
child can be made the picture of health

Bitters gives health

and beauty."

For Sale hy Ft. Walsh, Ilolland,Michigan.

OwlWn

Lit.kfn.iwn* of lf.«od
. Ttmlhaf. IMuMnitd.

lOMPMONA CO , gUa.

WK HAVK

DIRTY-

Loul*

BOOTS & SHOES

b* Plaui) glvlngdncrlrunn of

hi.

Hemtd;, and ihowio^its in-

-cite bealtb,
Beat

rm.

Six thousand Cords of Bolta at
the Stave Factory of J. FIXTBR. (formerly E.
Van drr Veen & Co. ,) for which we will pay CASH
on Delivery.

l,000CordsBass-wood Heading Bolta SSIn.long.
Ik
is
II
Soft Maple
38
!«
II
•1
38
Black Abh
II
Elm
. Stave
38
I.
II
tk
30
While Aah
••

Oak

II

II

30

Apply to
J.

FIXTBR. Superintendent.

Ilor.LAXD,Mich., Dec. 13,

1880.
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HARRIS REMEDT CO., ST. 100IS. MO.

iELECTRicrry

la U. Car. of DUeaa*.
Medical uses of Electricity.
Baar Foaau or
(IECTIIC HITS A lATTIIIU.

Initroctlcoi
for ualf-treamieat br Electricity for Rbeomattiai,
Neuralgia,Epilepty,Paralyni, Uyipepsia, aud all Nervosa
and Chronic afftctiow.An illoutrated book of oeer lixty large
page! Mat free oa receipt of 3 cent etamp.Addrea*

HEROLD,

E.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

ELECTRO-FARADIC BELT CO.,
812 A SI4 Chestant Rt, KT. LOUIS, HO.

DR.BUnS’DS!
XiUUliMUl?it 12 H.

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infsrts
shoes for full and winter, ami a full line of

Ladies'aud Gentleman’s wear.

Stmt, ST. LOUIS, KO.
thiu old and welt koowa laetk

8th

milE Phyiletanain ebarg* of
I tutioa are rtgultr gradual#*in me diciae and turgtry. Tear.
Of Kiperteae. la the trtalmentof Chroalt Wmomi hava mad.
their 111II and ability tomuchiap.rtor to that of tb* ordinary
practitioner,
that they bav. aaguired
naUooat reputalioo
through their ueatment of compheaUdeaaaa.

CALL AND SEE

INDISCRETION-EXPOSURE^;

nuUdiTni5y.hllk,
UMMrrte, Ul^t, Strletero,Orrbllk,all
trtaary TrtoMw and lypblllU* or lerraHai affections of lb.
lbroat,iklaor boan, treatedwith eucceaa, on ecientific pnoctplei, withoututing Mercury or other Poimboui Medlciaea.
Ml
and lh0M of middle age who are tut
It ring from the effeclt of Sprr.alorTbe^TSMil.al WeakatM,lh. mull of (aM-aboat In youth
or exetttIn maturid yetr*. are permanently cured.Thii dla*
OSM produce!tomt of tb. following.fleet*— .aiitiioo!, blolcbta,
dujinrtt, DtrvouineM, dimnet. of light,tough, indigtitioa,
comlipitinn.deipondency,confuaionof Man, avemoo to i»tietv,defectivememory, tr xual exhauetion,impotency or loe#
of manly vigor, which unfiti th* victimfor buiioe»tor mirnage,

VnilMR

E.

Holland, Mich..

8ept.

1,

US.
HEROLD.

1880.

PN

PATIEliTS TR1ATED
FREE

pertonllroniuliliio^i
preferred,
which ii
and invited. Lilt of queii iooi to be aaewerad br patienU daairlngtreatmrnt mailed ftwe w any addreu oa apolicatloo. •
/ Prr.oii« eaff.rlit from Raptor. tbooM aead tbclr aitdrm.V
V-ind learn Murtnlng U theiradvootag*. It I. not a truM.JF
Cunmumcilmniitrittlyconfidential, and ahould be addrrtrtd
DIL
If North 8th 8L, Bu Lout*, Mo.

A

£?l\

k

A large, new and complete Quid* to Wedcoutaming, with miny others the following chapter! : A Competent Wonuohood.
Stl'clinn °' Wlf*. Tempenmeau, compatible
and incuaipiiible, Stfnlitvin Women, came and traatmeat,
Advice to hfidfjrnom.Aovic* to Huibandi, Advice to Wivei,
Prostitutioo,
Hi ciuin, Celibacy and Matrimoorcompared,
c.n]u*»l IhiilM,Ccnkn«»»»l,
Uv. and Cwirttkip.'“P”
’J
.*<?//

.t IUpewlm«ta#, M|W UU WMWVli'td, UV'
*<YT***1^
Ugal nku «f ierl«4 wcoio,ete.,iMUdoi Bwea.ee
W^iUa.,1 eauvw aad tmtm.nL A UK* f« pe’V...
pnm. Wt.k Ml Plat. lapaetap. try malt. .aaw4.*0amw.

STEAM

IK I

LUST

iiao oa Bp.rmaiorrhooa, Boxual Demllty.
ani Impotency, from belf-Abai* aod

celo, sc.,

Dmy,W»
*»!*«*

UBlaat Ew'veV,.,.S«rv~in*w,A»«T»!o«uS«lety.Pbyitmt
aaw of bifhi
Looioftteiual Pmwv.eto.,

p,f»eiiM

88-ly

WERKMAN

± VAN ARK.

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

Great EimpeaiiReffleJy-Rr. J. B. Slmpsoi’a

Spec®

AW

•Esdiol

Lietui ea Kaatecd k Wsainhcod, 10«.

H^cribtd'teoki, nlc^
page*. *»d ovar 100
illuitntinni.The combinedyolume ii pciltivelytb* mart
popular Medical B'-k publiahed. The author ii a. experienced phyiicianof many rear* practice. (M l» W.ll know*),
ant tki ad.M pna, aed rule* for tr»aiw.at tael dowa,rtl ho feudea
b^r

^boun^^n^oume^oniaitiing
636

r— - m ~
w CUIONIC'' dlwaem,—Pwta.* etamp.
la
nP.BUTTFpiSREHSARY
lake,

-

for bmka.

ChronCTliMM^n^oriiplicaiedcaSr
and dil.U*! Miulliog
from tmpur* eexuilanociationi,
eelf abuM or aeiual tSCMt*.
Fatitalitrtitedby mail and eipraw. Where pomibJ*, pereonalcoaiultalinn 11 preferred,
which U free and invited.Qu»»tioni to be amweredby patiaota
deairingtreatment mailed fr*«

Meticiae.

positive cure for Suorinatorrhcea, Seminal
’eakness. Inipotencr, ana all diaeuBeM resulting
Weakness
om Self-Abuse
Self-Ahutte.aH Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memfrom
ory. Pains in
BEFOBK.
AFTIR.
back or Side
and diseases
that lead to
It Is a

Consumpt'u

teadaemwweabwwuee.eepei.teOi htfm
MMuly pwraWM UU M «>U gt*. pwfM
by tb. lUdtwlI ilUilin wb.tb.wul

Insanity and

an

early
crave. The
gl

SdU

used with
wonderfulsuccesa.
Pamphults sent free to all. Write for them and
Price, Specific,

for

ladia.t,April ID, im-Tb. v«Mdy tTwerlwf ptrittOfi
Bed tptl.pty (rm^jikojmJiy^^jOTyjM*.
I

Chlfig*.An- M.
top. Tbs ym»g

Wt.—

I

am thorpHhJf «wd tad

maaUjj^wyrirjujeh^

Tolford, Goodrich

&

Co.

M

MltMuri, Sept It, iry.-l r.c."«d to mtKk bwrili h«i thi
year r.mtdi.i(hat 1 waat to tiy them ta aaother cat*.
II 0fl.Bg titWtaf, and w,\\ itoi urn .thing ? «ry ur>H-

at. of

Thu

S:0:A:P:S;

Mick., Ju.B. STB.— I kav. uaad op yow P^k*««*f "racial ; aerl mt aaotktr u eons a* pouibla.Tkat paclir*
•topped all ippireattrouble.b«t thereit. weakme* |.i, end
I with jot W#»l^rrep.r^hi^otjh!Mh^iire
ol that

Baking Powders
And Wholesale Dealers

In SPICES,
ware, etc.

22 South Division
JRAND

Iowa, Oct. tOth, 1171.—I am alrnut earprlaedat vour fbatillea.They hiea worked Ilka a .harm on me. I
twice Mmich of amio u I wat kefor*uktrg. I waiaalb.
verge of lh# grave, I thought,aad tkara wu a. ear# far
but new I arn t* rneOoje^fjaearm^
^

*

AND

St.

RAPIDS MICH.

Derrick’sBaking Powder Is tho most popular
article need at present. If von hare not tried It,
then gtrandask your grocer fur
BOfim.

It.

and

Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, anti all
malarial disorders. In miasmatic districts, the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite,pain in the back
anti loins, and coldness of the spine and
extremities,are only premonitions of

severer symptoms, which terminate in the
ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
ami profuse perspiration.
It is a startlingfact, that quinine, arseand other poisonous minerals, form the
basis of most of the “ Fever and Ague
Preparations," " Specifics,"“Syrups," ami
“Tonics." in the market. Tho preparations made from these mineral poisons,
although they are palatable, anti may
break the chill, do not cure, hut leave the

nic

its certainty to cure, is that it leaves the
system as free from disease as before the
attack.

get full particulars.

$1 per package.orsix packages
S5. Address all orders to
. J. B. SIMPSON MKDICINE CO.,
No.104 MainSt..Buffalo.N.Y.
Sold In Holland hr D. R. Msbnqs. ,»Mt.

Is a purely vegetablebitter ami powerful tonic, anti is warranted a specify find
certain cure for Fever and Ague, CIiIUh

•

i

SpecIflcMedi
cine Is being

Wooden

Ague Cure

malarialand their own drug poison in
the system, producing quinism, dizziness,
ringing in the ears, headache, vertigo,and
other disorders ntore formidable than the
disease they were intended to cure.
Ayer’s Aoub Cure thoroughly eradicates
these noxious poisons from the system,
and always cures the severest cases. It
contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing
that could Injure tho most delicate patient; and its crowning excellence,above

I

From Three to

Just received

thoroughlypractical treatiiroB
ibiidneaaa.

beiof1!

rva1i.|.of 11!

Manufacturersof

WANTED.

--

HARRIS REMEDY CO.,
Kaaf* Ckemkta, Stk A Market Sto,
St I/oala, Mo.
arw troubled with Lcurorriia
(FluorAlbui or WhitM) ehould Mnd tor
ProC Haprta’Pawpiileedlluetrated

U

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

He

OF

fullydetcribedwith Kleatifiemod.
of car*. Prof. Hun*' llln.trattd
pamphlet tent free oa application.

AND THK

TO

—

Liborg

Bt.

rtigi,OcWnc.

bills and long sickness.”

position to pick over; that

amount
room than in any other way;
that such boxes exactly supply a long felt
want, and will certainly be rated by anybody who uses them a few times, as worth
much more than cost, which in my own
case was a little more than twenty cents
each. Rut cheaper material than clear
soft pine may be used, but at the expense,
probably of lightness. Basswood does
very well, and even hemlock may be made
more

of cellar

satlefy all

tle-Sawing Done.

little Hop Bitters saves big doctor

tod Cheap.

better than

we can
want

confident

Planing, Matching,

“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters."

“There are more cures made with
they are left untouched till wanted, the Hop Bitters than all other medicines."
small quantity in each box not generating
“When the brain is wearied, the
moisture to cause decay, and when wanted nerves unstrung, the muscles weak, use
Hop Bitters."
are in shape to be easily and pleasantly
“That low, nervous fever, want of
reached. Labels may be attached to the sleep and weakness, calls for Hop
exposed end of each box if desired. Men Bitters.”
who have given this method years of trial Sop Cragk Cart sod ptia relief It Plamnt; Sort
say their fruit keeps

And we are

stock:

ISTIEW

.

the moist Approved Patterns,

notice.

"A

T I
nosirt TIA
CO . Dos Wl». Sc Uni.

1

BITTA

Or anything in our line manufactured on short

a five-peekbasket. They are filled in
with Hop Bitters."
the orchard, placed one upon another in
“When worn down and ready to take
the wagon till a load is made up, and put your bed. Hop Billers is what you need."
“Don’t physic and physic, for it weakin the cellar without emptying from
ens and destroys, hut take Hop Bitters,
basket or bags or bruisiug in other ways,
that build up continually."
and piled ih tiers the whole length, if you
“Physicians of all schools use and
desire to utilize ail the room possible,the recommend Hop Bitters.Test them.”
“Health is beamy and joy— Hop
longest keeping fruit being placed in posas

Machineryof

43-ly

in
at-

new chop we have purchased
entirely new

OB

1880.

YOUNG MEN

when nested together. The boxes

are mechanically alike, and the fruit

In rebuildingour

Grand Rapids, Mich.

when carrying, and also to keep the boxes
in place

Planing Mill

St.,

is

raised a quarter of an inch above the top
of the

ST.

South Division

the stuff for sides and ends cut eleven inches wide,

-7w

ZFHCEItTIIX

All Kinds of Spectacles.

“ First provide a stock of boxes,

51

and Plated Jewelry.

Country Gentleman.

The following clearly described mode
of gathering and packing away winter
apples was written by an orchardistof
Prattsburg,N. Y., and published in the
Uusbandman:

Ai'dre.e, Q

AC

Clocks,

Out*

j.

Llevrnrtcloth and trlltbindlnp.Bo'-led for GOc.
postage or currency.Over fifty wonderftilpen picture.,
true to life; article* on the fo'lowing lubjert* : Who may
marry, who not. whr Manhood, Womanhood,Phy»kwl
mnrrv ; How life and h: ppine.. mny
drrnv. Who
.. ahould
..
be in’ereawd. The Phvaio'ofv of Ilr|irndu. tiori. and ninny
marrieoor roiitnnp.at
contnnp.at ;’ marriageehould
ebnuld
more. Tboee mnrri
read it. then kept under lock ai
aoii
d in*. Vop'buredition,
ete by mail,
r. '-Hi
irtr tiigc,
eame a» above, but pnp<-rrover.
:>•. Chern-t
'her)»-‘t g "id guiiieln
gui
Ani»ric*.

satisfactionof eating the fruit of the trees

A(**<i mr^stwr.to «ll Tm, CoffM.Dukloj
.to.,bj wopW. to fiailio.

rUf«taf KitrMM,
WANTED1-1
ftw. FIOPLB1
A CO

PMUjm4.

;

MARRIAGE

were sure to
but I have had the

trees bore so full they

Selling

reduced 33 per ct. Natiooil PublUh’g Co.. Cbicuo^111.

principle*. Safily.I'rlvttely.

in

plum

^8

*,

A rfruI.rfrrBtluatroftwo Medic*! Collrftr*. hu been lonfftr
engagedin the tpcciiii treatment of *11 Veurvenl. Sexual
and Chronic L :secsesth*n *nv other Phyiician in 8t
Louit, *• city P»pcr» ihow.and *11 old rc«idenuknow.
ByphiliB.Gouorrhcea, Gleet Stricture.Orchitis.
Hernia,or Rupture, all Urinary Diseases nr •
Syphiliticor MercurialAffocticns of the Throav
Skin or Bones. *re trretedrith unoartlMediucccm,on

Otriais, for brt;.

my
family and home use, and to give my
friends a treat. A neighborsaid that my
trouble, and I had enough of them for

A Large and Fine

for

I

617 St Charles Street, St. Louis,

did not enjoy a salt bath did not blossom

the

Spring Stock.

had not.

and had

trees myself,

experimentupon them

all

for

trees. Perhaps I had; but the black

knot would have killed them

to

bad

make room

to

Come & Seethe Instruments

trees I left
I

such as

"'Woolen G-oods,

Will be closed out very cheap

brine. What was left I turned around
the roots of the trees.

WINTER GOODS,

HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS fcCOOPEESVILLE,

and gave

trees,

DRY GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES, HATS and CAPS,
READY MADE CLOTHING at great bargains.

was

their salvation. It

evidently a case where

next 30 days

offer for sale the

Wiicoi & Whits, Westers Cottage, Cmth's

care, hoping to

felt quite desperate,

Wishing to reduce my stock, I

liclng general agent for Ottawa,Allegan, Muskogou and Kent cuiinttei, I can sell nt wholeHole
an well as at retail the celebrated

and luscious plums unknown.

I

I

years ago a blight, called the

black knot, destroyed all the

my

SAVED

IVLOHSTEY

PRESENTS.

Trees.

M,

—

Weit Virginia, Aug. », I8TS.-Irveatvedyour tedW*., aad
I be i*vu H hu cured me, Ibr wkieh I am very Ibaahfal. laeloud pl-aaalad |6, for which plaas* •cm' me aardker but
(No. »)
a friend. Voa hava dte. a graM IhiM
*
will ea»1 yo* all ihanrderHeaa^^^^^^
I

^

V

fWm

m Ph^iHHnn mnd Bnrptmn.

I

Mlitoun, ieietelb
-Pl.au for ward m. at ant. anetki*
kei of the Paitillct. Th* patient at whom I bav# uied mu' bf
•f- box. la addition In a BaMM box, !• faat ncoreriag, and t
tL-ak aa ether

wilUj^^lUichL^^^^^
fVwm a DruajUt.

187V.— I.ait January w. got from rou t
(or ri our cuitomera,and it l.aimad*
him. We fvve aaothercuttoo.-rnow wArf>
tag ia ete •-*<* way, aaJ tmn by rn'urnmail imuN. Stem

Marvland. Sept. 3,
b>i 01 -. ir remedy,
* (wrfrr- rurr tl

For Liver Complaints,Ayer’s Aouk
Cure, hy direct action on the liver and
biliary apparatus, drives out tho poisons
which produce these complaints, and stimulates tho system to u vigorous, healthy
condition.

We

warrant it when taken according to

directions.

Prepared by

Dr. J. C. Ayer

& Co.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Mas*..
•OLD BY ALL DSDOOISTS ETSBTWHBRS.

NERVINE WCn’M.'lTd

G

nTT T
Jr AAaI^O.

Liver, restoringlost vigor.
and caring nervousdebility.
*1 per box, or fl for $5; rent sealed hy mall. Ladles’ Rubber Fountain Syringe. 82. by mall. Males;
Alio all kind# Rubber Gooda tor 1 adieu and Gentlem.n.a book on Lo*t Manhood Regained, canw*
and cure. 10c. to pay portage. Dr. JAMES. 981
Washington Street,t'hi.ago
41-ly

111.

